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Diamonds & Silk
Quilt
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hUV`YcZ

WcbhYbhg

8=5ACB8GG=@?EI=@H
(
H\]g`ilif]cigU``g]`_YaVfc]XYfYXei]`hkUgaUXYUbXYaVfc]XYfYXcbh\Y
bYk69FB=B5,'$GYk]b[UbX9aVfc]XYfmGmghYa"H\YEi]`hYfdfc[fUacZ
h\Y69FB=B59aVfc]XYfmGcZhkUfYj)aUXYh\Y`UmcihUbXXYg][bcZh\Yei]`h
ei]W_UbXYUgm"5ZYkcZh\YaUbmYlei]g]hYVi]`h!]bYaVfc]XYfmach]ZgcZh\Y
,'$ZfcaUfh]ghggiW\Ug@ci]gUAYmYfUbX8]UbY;UiXmbg_]UXcfbh\Yei]`h
V`cW_gUbXgUg\]b["

-

MCIF<95@H<=G=BMCIF<5B8G
-
<YUfh\YU`h\]g]bmcif\UbXg¶`]hYfU``m¶UbX\YfYºgUd`UWYgYhh]b[k]h\U[Ybh`Y
fYa]bXYf"IgY]hZcfUhUV`YWYbhYfd]YWY cfaU_YUgYhZcfmcifhUV`YhcfYa]bXU``
k\cYUhh\YfYhcaU_Y\YU`h\Zi`W\c]WYg"

DF9HHMD=@@CK.5EI=@H98<9=F@CCA
%(
H\]gYUgmd]``ckdfc^YWhkUgXYg][bYXZcfbYk69FB=B5Gh]hW\FY[i`UhcfigYfg 
Vih]gU`gc[fYUhZcfbYkZfYY!ach]cbgh]hW\Yfg"=higYgaUW\]bYYaVfc]XYfmZcfh\Y
aU]bach]ZUbXZfYY!ach]cbgh]hW\]b[µk]h\cfk]h\cih6GFµZcfh\YVUg]WVUW_!
[fcibXei]`h]b[gh]hW\Yg"

&$$,69FB=B5:5G<=CBG<CK!F9B89NJCIG
%+
9b^cmh\YUaUn]b[XYg][bgcZZcfhm!Y][\hhU`YbhYXXYg][bYfg WfYUhYXUbXYaVY`!
`]g\YXk]h\hYW\b]eiYggiW\UgVYUX]b[ bYYX`YZY`h]b[ ei]`h]b[ h\fYUXdU]bh]b[ 
UbXaUW\]bYYaVfc]XYfm"

H5GG9@G H9LHIF9 5B8HI7?G
(,
5VYUih]Zi`a]b]!ei]`hZYUhif]b[XYg][bgZfcah\YbYkGhiX]c69FB=B5HUggY`ghc
HYlhifYgYaVfc]XYfmWc``YWh]cbVm@ci]gUAYmYfg"

G=@?9B7<5=BGG<99F6@CIG9
)%
G]`_Ybgk]f`gcZgYf[YfW\U]bgh]hW\]b[UXcfbY`Y[Ubhg]`_cf[UbnUZUg\]cbYX]bhc
UacX]ÂYXAm@UVY`HU]`cfYXG\]fh"69FB=B5gYf[YfgaU_Yh\YYaVY``]g\aYbh
YUgm UbXh\Y]adYWWUV`YhYbg]cbcZ69FB=B5gYk]b[aUW\]bYgUbX\Y`dZi`UW!
WYggcfmZYYhaU_Ykcf_]b[k]h\h\Yg\YYfZUVf]WVch\d`YUgifUV`YUbXYlW]h]b["

(,
AUbU[]b[9X]hcf#7fYUh]jY8]fYWhcf
FhfTa5XV^
7cbhf]Vih]b[9X]hcf
=b?X\V[gX

:IB;5A9G
)(
K\UhºgacfYZibh\UbUbYlW]h]b[YjYb]b[cZVcUfX[UaYg3H\]g[UaYgUfYaUXY
cZZY`h aU_]b[h\YaYUgmhcgYkUbXei]Yhhcd`Um"

Through The Needle]gdiV`]g\YXZcif
h]aYgUmYUfVm69FB=B5cZ5aYf]WU =bW"
ZcfaUW\]bYgh]hW\YfgUbXYaVfc]XYfYfgcZ
U``hmdYgUbXU``g_]```YjY`g"Bcdcfh]cbcZ
h\]gdiV`]WUh]cbaUmVYfYdfcXiWYX]bUbm
Zcfak]h\cihdf]cfkf]hhYbdYfa]gg]cbcZ
h\YdiV`]g\Yf"

:F5M9898;95DD@=EIv
)*
H\]gZfUmYXYX[YUdd`]eiYhYW\b]eiYµgh]hW\YXig]b[mcifYaVfc]XYfmgmghYa
µWUbVYUXXYXhc[UfaYbhg \caYXWcfd]YWYg VUVm]hYagcfUbmdfc^YWhZcf
h\Uhib]eiY[]ZhkYU``ghf]jYhcWfYUhY"5bXVYghcZU`` ]hWUbVYWcad`YhYX]bU
a]b]aU`UacibhcZh]aYZcfh\Uh`Ugha]bihY[]Zh"

6Yfb]bUcZ5aYf]WU =bW"
'+$&DfU]f]Y@U_Y7cifh
5ifcfU =@*$)$(
D\cbY.*'$!-+,!&)$$
KYVg]hY.kkk"VYfb]bUigU"Wca

5FH;=F@N6=;65;
),
H\]gZib_mVU[]gbYYX`Y!dibW\YXVm\UbX h\YbZifh\YfYaVY``]g\YXig]b[aU!
W\]bYZfYY!ach]cbgh]hW\]b["DYfZYWhZcfWUffm]b[mcifhfYUgifYghcW`Ugg g\cdd]b[ 
cbh\YVigµYjYfmk\YfYmci[c

:cfgiVgWf]dh]cb]bZcfaUh]cb WcbhUWh.
EF=GiVgWf]dh]cb8YdUfhaYbh '+$&DfU]f]Y
@U_Y7h 5ifcfU =@*$)$(!*%,&
Df]bhYX]bh\YI"G"5"
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7CBHF=6IHCFG
>C5BB5K=@8
>cUbbUK]`X cf][]bU``mZfca5`VieiYfeiY BYkAYl]Wc d`UmYXUb]bhY[fU`
dUfh]bh\YXYjY`cdaYbhcZh\YbYk69FB=B5,'$UbX,&$GYk]b[#
9aVfc]XYfmgmghYagUgUaYaVYfcZh\YDfcXiWh8YjY`cdaYbhhYUa
]bGhYW_Vcfb Gk]hnYf`UbX"K]h\\YfVUW_[fcibX]b:Ug\]cb8Yg][b 
AYfW\UbX]g]b[ DfcXiWhAUf_Yh]b[UbX\YfXYYd]bhYfYgh]bHYlh]`Y5fhg h\YYbX`Ygg
WfYUh]jYdcgg]V`]h]YgcZh\Y,'$dfcj]XYXUkcbXYfZi`W\U``Yb[YUbX[fYUhYb^cmaYbh
k\]`YgYk]b[h\Y,'$G]`_ei]`h"
65F65F5K9=@5B8H5@69FH
6UfVUfUKY]`UbXHU`VYfh]gUbUh]cbU``m_bckbgYk]b[UbXei]`h]b[Wc`iab]gh 
Uih\cf UbXYX]hcf"<Yfkcf_\UgUddYUfYX]bgYjYfU`gYk]b[diV`]WUh]cbg
]bW`iX]b[GYkBYkgUbXGYk]b[GUjjmaU[Un]bYg"<Yf`UhYghVcc_ H\Y
Ei]`h]b[5bgkYf6cc_ k]``VYfY`YUgYX]bGdf]b[ &$$- VmGhcfYmDiV`]g\]b[
UbXg\Y]gWiffYbh`mUhkcf_cbUbYkgYk]b[Vcc_Zcfh\YgUaYdiV`]g\Yf"
<YfdUhhYfbXYg][bgZcfhchYVU[gUbXei]`hYXdfc^YWhg ibXYfh\Y`UVY`>c!@mX]Uºg5hh]WY 
UfYUjU]`UV`YUhei]`hUbXZUVf]WghcfYgUgkY``UgUh\YfkYVg]hY kkk"^cmcZgYk]b["Wca"
MciWUbfYUXUVcih\YfgYk]b[UXjYbhifYgcb\YfV`c[ kkk"^cmcZgYk]b[UbXei]`h]b["
V`c[gdch"Wca"

%(

K9B8MG<9D<9F8
Cf][]bU``mZfcaGcih\YUgh5g]UUbXhfU]bYXUgUW\Ya]WU`Yb[]bYYf g\Y
fYg]XYg]bBcfh\kYgh5f_UbgUgk]h\\Yf\igVUbXUbXWU``gFc[YfgGYk]b[
7YbhYf\Yf·gYk]b[\caY"¸G\YhYUW\YgW`UggYgUhFc[YfgGYk]b[7YbhYf
cb6GF!fY`UhYXdfc^YWhg"G\Y]gUdiV`]g\YXei]`hYf UbX\UgUddYUfYX]b
gYjYfU`ei]`h]b[aU[Un]bYg"J]g]h\YfUhkkk"kYbXmg\YddUfX"bYh"
B=B5A7J9=;<
8if]b[%(mYUfgcZckb]b[\YfckbghcfY B]bUXYjY`cdYXUbXhUi[\h\Yf
cf][]bU`dUhhYfbgUbXXYg][bg]b69FB=B5W`iVgUbXW`UggYg"5bUj]X
ei]`hYf \Y]f`ccagYkYfUbX`cjYfcZU``_]bXgcZYaVY``]g\aYbh g\Y]gU`gc
UWc``YWhcfcZgW]ggcfg VihhcbgUbXh\fYUX"
B5B7M698B5F
BUbWm]gU69FB=B59XiWUhcfk\c`cjYgfYWfYUh]b[\][\YbXfYUXm!hc!kYUf
[UfaYbhgUhUZfUWh]cbcZh\YWcgh"G\Y]gWc!Uih\cfcZ7KH(QF\FORSHGLDRI
6HZLQJ0DFKLQH7HFKQLTXHV"<YfbYkYghVcc_]g&UHDWLYH6HUJLQJ$&RPSUHKHQ
VLYH*XLGH

),
F9;I@5F7CBHF=6IHCFG.
=\__5eT_Xl
=hWl;T[aXe
CTg=Xaa\aZf
7XUU\?Tf[Uebb^
A\aT@VIX\Z[
8e\^T@h_iXaaT
>e\fg\XF`\g[
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896F5FIH@98;9
8YVfUVY[Ub\Yf^cifbYm]bh\YgYk]b[]bXighfm]b&$$$kcf_]b[ZcfU
XYU`Yfg\]d]b7YbhfU`HYlUg"G\YkUgh\Ydf]aUfm]bghfiWhcfZcfh\YghcfY 
hYUW\]b[aUW\]bYYaVfc]XYfm gcZhkUfY UbXaUW\]bYaUghYfm"G\YkUgÂfgh
diV`]g\YX]bH\fci[\h\YBYYX`YaU[Un]bY]bBcjYaVYf&$$)"8YVfU\Ug
VYYbk]h\C9G8g]bWY&$$*"
5@@=GCB5B8HF57MGH=@K9@@
G]ghYfg Vig]bYggdUfhbYfg UbXUfh]ghg 5``]gcbUbXHfUWm
\UjYVYYbXc]b[Wc``UVcfUh]jYkcf_ZcfacfYh\Ub%)mYUfg"
=bUXX]h]cbhch\Y]fVYUih]Zi``]bYcZkcc`ZY`h_]hgUbX
YaVY``]g\aYbhg h\YmfYWYbh`mXYg][bYXUbXdfcXiWYXU`]bY
cZ`YUX!ZfYYdYkhYfW\Ufagh\UhÂhdYfZYWh`mk]h\h\Y]f5fh[]f`nFiVVYfGhUadg"H\YmUfY
ghfcb[VY`]YjYfg]bh\Y]XYUh\UhYjYfmcbY\UgUj]g]cbcZh\Y]fckb UbXk]h\giddcfh 
h\Uhj]g]cbWUbaUb]ZYghUbXÃm]bhch\Ykcf`X

Zfca69FB=B5

6MGIG5B697?

=Z]hºgZU`` ]haighVYh]aYZcfh\YbYk69FB=B5:Ug\]cb
G\ckH\]gmYUfºgg\ckµFYbXYnjcigµZYUhifYgh\Y
kcf_cZ(,hU`YbhYXXYg][bYfgk\c\UjYVYYb]bj]hYX
hcWfYUhYcbY!cZ!U!_]bX[UfaYbhgg\ckWUg]b[h\Y]f
YlWYdh]cbU`UV]`]h]Ygk]h\bYYX`YUbXh\fYUX"H\]g]ggiY
cZH\fci[\H\YBYYX`Y[]jYgmciUbid!W`cgY`cc_Uh
h\YgY[UfaYbhggcmciWUbaUfjY`Uhh\Yg_]``UbXÃU]f
h\YgYXYg][bYfgdcggYgg"5gU`kUmg h\Yg\ckk]``
XYVihUhh\Y<cighcbEi]`hAUf_Yh]b`UhYCWhcVYf
UbXFYbXYnjcigdfca]gYghcVYcbYcZh\YVYghYjYf
5`cb[k]h\h\YZUg\]cbg\ckXYhU]`g h\YdU[YgcZ
h\]g]ggiYcZZYfUfh]W`YgUbXdfc^YWhgkf]hhYbhc
gh]ai`UhYmcifWfYUh]jY^i]WYgUbXYbWcifU[Y
mcihcYldUbXmcifgh]hW\]b[VcibXUf]Yg 
bcaUhhYfk\UhX]fYWh]cbh\YmhU_Y"H\Y
VYUih]Zi`8]UacbXgUbXG]`_Ei]`hdU[Y
(ZYUhifYXcbh\YWcjYfUbXaUXYcbh\Y
bYk69FB=B5,'$]gUWc`cfZi` f]W\YlUad`Y
cZk\UhWUbVYUW\]YjYXVmhcXUmºggh]hW\YfYjYb]ZmciXcbºh
\UjYUb,'$mYh"H\YC9G8Ufh]W`Y :fUmYX9X[Y5dd`]ei
dU[Y)* g\ckgUZib_mkUmhcigYUg]ad`Y`]hh`Ycih`]bYYaVfc]XYfm
XYg][bhcUXXgcaYgdUf_hcXYb]aXiXg"Hifbhch\YG]`_Yb7\U]bgG\YYf
6`cigYUfh]W`YdU[Y)%hcaU_YUVYUih]Zi`[UfaYbh YaVY``]g\YXk]h\U
gYf[YfW\U]bgh]hW\UbXWcbghfiWhYXk]h\ÂbYXYhU]`dYfZYWhZcfg\YYfZUVf]W"
H\]g]ggiYcZH\fci[\H\YBYYX`Yµ&,µYbXgcifgYjYbh\mYUfcZ
diV`]WUh]cb"8if]b[h\cgYgYjYbmYUfg UgAUbU[]b[9X]hcfUbX7fYUh]jY
8]fYWhcfcZHHB =ºjYkcf_YXhcaU_Y]h]bZcfaUh]jYUbXYb^cmUV`YZcfU``
`YjY`gcZgh]hW\Yfg"6Y[]bb]b[k]h\=ggiY&- H\fci[\H\YBYYX`Yk]``\UjYU
bYkYX]hcf >c@Y]W\hY hcÂ``]hgdU[Yg Vf]b[]b[mcigh]hW\]b[]bgd]fUh]cbUbX
69FB=B5bYkg"=º``\UjYch\YfXih]YgUh69FB=B5Vih=º``gh]``g\ckidcbh\Y
dU[YgcZHHBZfcah]aYhch]aYUbX=º``XYÂb]hY`mVYfYUX]b[YUW\]ggiYWcjYf
hcWcjYfZcf[fYUh]XYUgUbXZibdfc^YWhg"H\Ub_gZcffYUX]b[UbXgiddcfh]b[
H\fci[\H\YBYYX`YUbXfYaYaVYfhc[cgYkgcaYh\]b[

<Y``cZfca>c
GcaYcZmciU`fYUXm_bckaYZfcaUfh]W`Yg]bH\fci[\H\Y
BYYX`YUbXjUf]cig69FB=B5diV`]WUh]cbg/=ºaU`gch\Y\cgh
cZ69FB=B5ºgV`c[Uhkkk"VYfb]bUIG5V`c["Wca"AmZUjcf]hY
UfYUgcZgYk]b[UfY\Y`d]b[VY[]bbYfg ig]b[U``am69FB=B5
dfYggYfZYYh UbXkcf_]b[k]h\gYf[Yfg¯Vih=U`gc`cjYh\Y
W\U``Yb[YgcZei]`h]b[UbXYaVfc]XYfm"5gAUbU[]b[9X]hcf 
=º``aU_YgifYh\UhH\fci[\H\YBYYX`YWcbh]biYghcWcjYfU
Zi``fUb[YcZgYk]b[hYW\b]eiYg k]h\gcaYh\]b[Zcfgh]hW\Yfg
UhYjYfmg_]```YjY`"GhUfh]b[k]h\=ggiY&-mciº``gYYUbYk
`cc_ gcaYibigiU`ZYUhifYUfh]W`Yg UbXUghfcb[Yad\Ug]gcb
dfYggYfZYYhhYW\b]eiYg"GYYmci]b&$$-
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Diamonds
Finished Size: Approximately 73” x 73”

Supplies
),9505(:L^PUNHUK,TIYVPKLY`:`Z[LT
),9505(,TIYVPKLY`:VM[^HYL]
-HIYPJ!
.YLLUK\WPVUPZPSR!`HYKZH[¹^PKL
)S\LZPSR!ñ`HYKZH[¹^PKL
6YHUNLZPSR!ê`HYKH[¹^PKL
:HZOPUNHUKIPUKPUN!ñ`HYKZH[¹^PKL
)HJRPUNMHIYPJ!`HYKZH[¹^PKL
)H[[PUN!>HYTHUK5H[\YHSJV[[VU!`HYKZ
4

[LTWVYHY`X\PS[IHZ[PUNZWYH`
;OYLHKZ!

4L[[SLY:PSR-PUPZO*V[[VUMVYWPLJPUN

4L[[SLY7VS`:OLLUVY0ZVJVYKLTIYVPKLY`[OYLHKMVY
LTIYVPKLYLKTV[PMZ[VTH[JOMHIYPJJVSVYZ

4L[[SLY7VS`:OLLU4\S[P*VSVYMVYMYLLTV[PVUZ[PWWSPUN
6,:+;LHY(^H`Z[HIPSPaLY
7H[JO^VYR-VV[ +VY7H[JO^VYR-VV[^P[O.\PKL
+5V[L!-LL[KLZPNUH[LK¸+¹HYLKLZPNULK[V^VYR
^P[O[OL+\HS-LLKMLH[\YLVM[OL),9505(HUK
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& Silk

Quilt
BY JOANNA WILD

This luxurious all silk embroidered quilt was made and embroidered
on the new BERNINA 830 Sewing and Embroidery System. The
Quilter program of the BERNINA Embroidery Software v5 made
the layout and design of the quilt quick and easy. A few of the many
exquisite built-in embroidery motifs of the 830 from artists such
as Louisa Meyer and Diane Gaudynski adorn the quilt blocks and
sashing. I was fortunate enough to ﬁnd an absolutely beautiful
quality silk for the project, which of course increased the pleasure
value and ease of constructing the quilt by tenfold!!!

;LHYKYVW,TIYVPKLY`-VV[ 
),9505(:[P[JO9LN\SH[VY 
),9505(>HSRPUN-VV[ 
4LNH/VVW
1\TIV/VVW(available only for the BERNINA 830)
9V[HY`J\[[PUNLX\PWTLU[
Note: This quilt was made on the new BERNINA 830
using the Jumbo Hoop but a similar version can be
made using other embroidery systems and designs.
5
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Designing the Quilt
6WLU[OL),9505(LTIYVPKLY`:VM[^HYL[OLU
[OL8\PS[LYWYVNYHT:LSLJ[[OL8\PS[3H`V\[
PJVU
Format follows as:
 :LSLJ[ISVJRZHJYVZZ
 :LSLJ[ISVJRZKV^U
 :LSLJ[ISVJR^PK[O ¹
 :LSLJ[ISVJRSLUN[O ¹
 :LSLJ[ZHZOLZ^PK[O¹
 :LSLJ[ZHZOLZZ[`SL=LY[PJHSVU[VW
 (KKIVYKLYZ[`SL4P[LYLK¹^PKL
 -PUPZOLKX\PS[^PSSIL¹_¹
 :LSLJ[62
;VZLSLJ[[OLISVJR[`WLMVY
[OLX\PS[SH`V\[ZLSLJ[[OL
3PIYHY`PJVU
:LSLJ[[OLJH[LNVY`
¸+PHTVUK¹
;OL[^VISVJRZ[`SLZ\ZLK
HYL¸+V\ISL+PHTVUKPUH
:X\HYL¹MVY[OLV\[LYISVJRZ
HUK¸+PHTVUK;YPHUNSLZ¹MVY
[OLJLU[LYISVJR
:LSLJ[[OL¸AVVTV\[_¹PJVU
>P[O[OLKLZPYLKISVJRZ[`SLZLSLJ[LKJSPJRVU[OLWHPU[IY\ZOPJVUPU
[OL[VVSIHYH[[OLSLM[[OLUJSPJRVU[OLISHURX\PS[SH`V\[VU[OLZJYLLU

5V^[OLJVSVYZVM[OLPUKP]PK\HS
ISVJRWPLJLZJHUILYLJVSVYLK;V
KV[OPZZLSLJ[[OL*VSVYZ[HIPU[OL
3PIYHY`H[[OLYPNO[VM[OLZJYLLU
:LSLJ[[OLJVSVYZMYVT[OLSPIYHY`¶
PU[OPZJHZLNYLLUIS\LHUKVYHUNL
¶HUKJSPJRVULHJOISVJRWPLJLHZ
ZOV^U
:LSLJ[[OL¸-PSL¹PJVUPU[OL\WWLY
[VVSIHYHUKZJYVSSKV^UHUKJSPJRVU¸7YPU[7YL]PL^¹/LYL[OLISVJRZISVJRJVUZ[Y\J[PVU^OVSLX\PS[
HUKX\PS[`HYKHNLJHUILWYPU[LKV\[
*\[[OLISVJRZHJJVYKPUN[V[OLPYKLZPNUH[LKMHIYPJZHUKJVSVYZ*\[ZHZOPUNZ[YPWZ
6
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Piecing the Quilt
;OLUL^),9505(+\HS-LLKMLH[\YLVM[OL
WYV]PKLKL_JLSSLU[Z\WWVY[PU[YHUZWVY[PUN
HUKTHUL\]LYPUN[OLZPSRMHIYPJZMYVT^OPJO
[OLX\PS[PZTHKL
Machine set-up:
([[HJO7H[JO^VYR-VV[ +VY
7H[JO^VYR-VV[^P[O.\PKL +
0UZLY[-YLL/HUK:`Z[LT
([[HJO:SPKLVU[HISL
:LSLJ[Z[YHPNO[Z[P[JOartista MVYH
ZOVY[LYZ[P[JOSLUN[OVMTT
0MH+MVV[PZH[[HJOLKLUNHNL[OL),9505(
+\HS-LLKM\UJ[PVU

Selected presser feet for the BERNINA 830 and 820 are
designed to work with the new Dual Feed feature.

:L^ë¹ZLHTZ+VUV[ZL^PUYL]LYZL[VZLJ\YLZLHTILNPUUPUNHUKLUKTip: Use the Free Hand
System to raise and lower presser foot so hands remain on the work.
:L^[OLISVJRZ[VNL[OLYHJJVYKPUN[V[OLWYPU[LKSH`V\["WYLZZZLHTHSSV^HUJLZ
(ZZLTISLISVJRZHUKZHZOPUNHJJVYKPUN[V[OLWYPU[LKSH`V\["WYLZZZLHTHSSV^HUJLZ
)LMVYLLTIYVPKLYPUN[OLX\PS[[VWSH`V\[[OLIH[[PUN>HYT 5H[\YHSJV[[VUHUKWSHJL[OLX\PS[[VW
V]LYP[*HYLM\SS`ZWYLHK[OLMHIYPJL]LUS`V]LY[OLIH[[PUNWPUUPUNPUWSHJL^P[OZHML[`WPUZ
([[HJO[OL),9505(>HSRPUN-VV[ MVYL_JLSSLU[[YHUZWVY[VMHSSSH`LYZVMMHIYPJ
>P[OPU]PZPISL[OYLHKVU[VWZ[HY[PUNPU[OLTPKKSLVM[OLX\PS[[OLU^VYRPUNV\[^HYKZZ[P[JOPU[OL
KP[JOVMHSSZLHTZ

Quilt Assembly
Diagram
5V[L!;OPZKPHNYHT
ZOV^Z[OLWVZP[PVU
VM[OLX\PS[WPLJLZ
and also the
WSHJLTLU[VM[OL
LTIYVPKLY`KLZPNUZ
detailed on the
MVSSV^PUNWHNL

7
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Embroidering the Quilt
Machine set up:
;OYLHK[OLOVVRZ`Z[LTMVYLTIYVPKLY`
([[HJO;LHYKYVW,TIYVPKLY`-VV[ 
;OL:SPKLVU;HISLULLKUV[ILYLTV]LK^OPSLLTIYVPKLYPUN0UMHJ[P[WYV]PKLZL_[YHZ\WWVY[^OLU
LTIYVPKLYPUNSHYNL^LPNO[`WYVQLJ[Z
;VH]VPKKHTHNPUN[OLZPSRMHIYPJOVVW
[^VSH`LYZVM;LHY(^H`Z[HIPSPaLY[OLU
ZWYH`^P[OX\PS[IHZ[PUNZWYH`
*HYLM\SS`SH`[OLHYLH[VILLTIYVPKLYLK
VU[OLZ[PJR`Z[HIPSPaLY<ZLZ[YHPNO[
WPUZ[VOLSWOVSK[OLMHIYPJKV^UH[[OL
PUULYLKNLVM[OLOVVW
;OLJLU[LYZVM[OLV\[LYISVJRZHYL
LM01
LTIYVPKLYLK^P[O3V\PZH4L`LYI\PS[PU
TV[PMZUV34HUK34;OL[OYLHKJVSVYZ^LYLTVKPMPLKZSPNO[S`[V
TH[JO[OLZPSRMHIYPJZ

LM02

;OLJLU[LYVM[OLX\PS[^HZLTIYVPKLYLK^P[O
[OL1\TIV/VVWTV[PMUV34 (NHPU[OL
[OYLHKJVSVYZ^LYLTVKPMPLKZSPNO[S`[VTH[JO
[OLMHIYPJZ
;OLZHZOPUN^HZLTIYVPKLYLK^P[O+PHUL
.H\K`UZRPTV[PMUV+.^P[O[OL4LNH
/VVW

LM39

(M[LYHSSISVJRZHUKZHZOPUNOH]LILLULTIYVPKLYLKYLTV]LHJJLZZ;LHY(^H`Z[HIPSPaLYHUK
Z[LHT[OLX\PS[[VWJHYLM\SS`WYLMLYHIS`^P[OH
WYLZZPUNJSV[O

DG22

Finishing the Quilt
3H`IHJRPUNMHIYPJKV^U^YVUNZPKL\W3H`LTIYVPKLYLKX\PS[[VWVU[OLIHJRPUNMHIYPJHUKZTVV[O
V\[JHYLM\SS`WPUUPUNPUWSHJL^P[OZHML[`WPUZ
([[HJO[OL),9505(>HSRPUN-VV[ MVYL_JLSSLU[[YHUZWVY[VMHSSSH`LYZVMMHIYPJ
:[HY[PUNPU[OLTPKKSLVM[OLX\PS[^P[OLTIYVPKLY`[OYLHK[VTH[JO[OLMHIYPJstitch-in-the-ditch on all
ZLHTZVM[OLX\PS[Tip: I settled two colors of thread for the whole quilt top, green on top (needle), blue
on the back (bobbin)
-YLLTV[PVUZ[PWWSPUNJVTWSL[LZ[OLISVJRZ^P[O[OLOLSWVM[OL),9505(:[P[JO9LN\SH[VYHUKHSV]LS`
4L[[SLY4\S[PJVSVY[OYLHK[OH[JVVYKPUH[LZ^P[O[OLJVSVYZVM[OL3V\PZH4L`LYTV[PMZ
;OLIPUKPUNPZKVUL^P[O[OLZHZOPUNMHIYPJ>P[OYPNO[ZPKLZ[VNL[OLYZL^[OLIPUKPUN[V[OL[VWZPKLVM
[OLX\PS[^P[O[OL),9505(>HSRPUN-VV[ HUKHë¹ZLHT
7YLZZ[OLZLHT[OLU[\YUë¹[V[OLIHJRVM[OLX\PS[HUKWPUPUWSHJL:LJ\YLPUWSHJL\ZPUN`V\YWYLMLYYLKTL[OVK"0ILSPL]L[OH[IPUKPUNPZHTH[[LYVMWLYZVUHSWYLMLYLUJLHUK0WLYZVUHSS`SPRL[OLSVVRVM
HOHUKZL^UIPUKPUN
8
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Your health is
in your hands!
BY BARBARA WEILAND TALBERT

Materials
ë`HYKWPURYLK[VULVU[VULWYPU[MVYIVYKLYZHUKVUL
OLHY[HWWSPX\t
;OYLL¹ZX\HYLZMVYOLHY[HWWSPX\tZ[OYLLKPMMLYLU[YLK
VYKHYRWPUR[VULVU[VULWYPU[Z
6UL ¹_¹YLJ[HUNSLWPURWYPU[ MVYJLU[LYISVJR
6UL ¹_¹YLJ[HUNSLWPURWYPU[ MVYJLU[LYISVJR
¹ZX\HYLWHSLWPUR[VULVU[VULWYPU[MVYOHUKZ
¹_¹WPLJLVMJVVYKPUH[PUNWYPU[MHIYPJMVYIHJRPUN


`HYK¹^PKLWYPU[MVYIPUKPUN

¹_¹ZX\HYLWPUR[VULVU[VULWYPU[MVYUHWRPU
¹_¹YLJ[HUNSLSV^SVM[IH[[PUN

Heart health is in your hands—literally—and
here’s a place setting with a gentle reminder.
Use it for a table centerpiece, or make a set for
your table to remind all who eat there to make
healthful choices.

;^V ¹_¹ZOLL[Z3P[L:[LHTH:LHTWHWLY
IHJRLKM\ZPISL^LI
7VS`TLZO*\[H^H`:[HIPSPaLY
(SSW\YWVZLZL^PUN[OYLHK
>OP[L0ZHJVYKLTIYVPKLY`[OYLHKMVYLTIYVPKLY`
>OP[LIVIIPU[OYLHK
8\PS[)HZ[PUN:WYH`
9V[HY`J\[[LYTH[HUKY\SLY
)HZPJZL^PUN[VVSZHUKLX\PWTLU[
HY[PZ[HVYH\YVYHZL^PUNTHJOPUL^P[OLTIYVPKLY`\UP[
and hoop
),9505(,TIYVPKLY`:VM[^HYL
,KP[VY3P[LVYOPNOLY3L]LS
0MKLZPYLKWYVQLJ[JHUILJVTWSL[LK^P[OV\[ZVM[^HYLI`
\ZPUN[OLLTIYVPKLY`Z`Z[LT»ZVUZJYLLULKP[PUNMLH[\YLZ

For heart-healthy tips, go to www.americanheartassociation.org

Cutting
-YVT[OLIVYKLYMHIYPJJ\[[^Vê¹_ñ¹Z[YPWZMVY[OLZPKL
IVYKLYZ-VY[OLLTIYVPKLYLKIVYKLYZJ\[[^VZ[YPWZLHJO¹_¹
)VYKLYZ[YPWZ^PSSILJ\[[VZPaLHM[LYLTIYVPKLYPUN5V[L!0M`V\HYL
UV[KVPUN[OLLTIYVPKLY`[OLUJ\[[^Vë¹_¹Z[YPWZ

9
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<ZPUN[OLWH[[LYUZVU[OLMVSSV^PUNWHNL[YHJLMV\YSHYNLOLHY[Z
HUK[^VOHUKZVULYL]LYZLK[VJYLH[LSLM[HUKYPNO[OHUKZVU[V
[OLWHWLYZPKLVM[OLM\ZPISL^LI3LH]Lñ¹VMZWHJLIL[^LLU[OL
[YHJPUNZHUKJ\[V\[LHJOVUL^P[OHë¹THYNPUHSSHYV\UK
*\[[^V¹_¹ZX\HYLZMYVTWYPU[ HUKWYPU[ MVY[OLJLU[LY
ISVJRZ
-VSSV^PUN[OLTHU\MHJ[\YLY»ZKPYLJ[PVUZHWWS`LHJOOLHY[[VHU¹
ZX\HYLVMWPURWYPU[\ZPUNSLM[V]LYZMYVT[OLIVYKLYMHIYPJMVYVUL
VM[OLOLHY[Z(WWS`[OLOHUKZ[V[OL^YVUNZPKLVM[OLWPUR[VUL
VU[VULWYPU[YLJ[HUNSL*\[V\[LHJOOLHY[HUKOHUKVU[OLKYH^U
SPUL*HYLM\SS`J\[V\[[OLOLHY[PULHJOOHUK;VTHRL[OPZLHZ`
MVSK[OLOHUKPUOHSM[OYV\NO[OLOLHY[WVPU[ZHUKJ\[[OLOLHY[
KV\ISLSH`LYMVSSV^PUN[OLKYH^USPUL

Assembly
<ZLë¹ZLHTHSSV^HUJLZ\USLZZV[OLY^PZLKPYLJ[LK
9LTV]L[OLWHWLYIHJRPUNMYVTLHJOOLHY[HUKJLU[LYVULVU[OL
YPNO[ZPKLVMLHJOWPURWYPU[ZX\HYL-\ZLPUWSHJL
<ZLHSPNO[JVH[VM[LTWVYHY`ZWYH`HKOLZP]L[VZLJ\YLHU¹
ZX\HYLVMJ\[H^H`LTIYVPKLY`Z[HIPSPaLY[V[OL^YVUNZPKLVMLHJO
¹ZX\HYL
([[HJO[OLHWWSPX\tMVV[6WLU,TIYVPKLY`-VV[ *HUK
HKQ\Z[[OLULLKSLWVZP[PVUHSS[OL^H`[V[OLYPNO[:LSLJ[:[P[JO
 ISHURL[Z[P[JOHUKHKQ\Z[[VSLUN[O$TTHUK^PK[O$
TT)LNPUUPUNH[[OLJSLM[VM[OLOLHY[Z[P[JOHYV\UK[OLV\[LY
LKNLVMLHJOOLHY[^P[OJVU[YHZ[PUN[OYLHK7\SS[OL[OYLHKZ[V[OL
^YVUNZPKLHUK[PLVMMZLJ\YLS`
;YPTLHJOZX\HYL[V¹_¹RLLWPUN[OLOLHY[JLU[LYLKPU[OL
ZX\HYL
(YYHUNL[OLZX\HYLZMVY[OLJLU[LYWHULSPU[^VYV^ZVM[^V
ZX\HYLZLHJOYV[H[PUN[OLOLHY[ZHZZOV^U:L^[VNL[OLYPUYV^Z
HUKWYLZZ[OLZLHTZPUVWWVZP[LKPYLJ[PVUZ:L^[OLYV^Z[VNL[OLY
HUKWYLZZ[OLZLHTPUVULKPYLJ[PVU

*\[[^Vê¹_¹Z[YPWZMYVT[OLIPUKPUNMHIYPJ
Embroidery
7YLWHYL[^VLTIYVPKLY`KLZPNUMPSLZ
MVY[OL^VYKZ[VLTIYVPKLYPU[OL
[VWHUKIV[[VTIVYKLYZ:LSLJ[[OL
(SWOHIL[[VVS[OLUJSPJRVU,KP[
HUKZLSLJ[SL[[LYPUN0U[OLSL[[LYPUN
IV_[`WL!@V\YOLHS[OPZ:LSLJ[[OL
=PJ[VYPHMVU[HUKLUSHYNLP[ZV[OH[
P[PZOPNOHUK^PKL:LSLJ[
62>OLU`V\YLHJO[OLKLZPNU
ZJYLLUJSPJRPU[OLOVVW[VPUZLY[
[OL^VYKPUN9V[H[L[OLKLZPNU 
:H]LHZ3L[[LYPUN
9LWLH[[OLHIV]LZ[LW[VWYVNYHT
HUKZH]L[OL^VYKZ!PZPU`V\Y
OHUKZ:H]LHZ3L[[LYPUN

:L^Hê¹_ñ¹IVYKLYZ[YPW[VVWWVZP[LZOVY[ZPKLZVM[OLMV\Y
ISVJRJLU[LYWHULS7YLZZ[OLZLHTZ[V^HYK[OLIVYKLYZ
:L^[OL[VWHUKIV[[VTIVYKLYZ[YPWZ[V[OLWHULSHUKWYLZZ[OL
ZLHTZ[V^HYK[OLIVYKLYZ
7VZP[PVU[OLOHUKHWWSPX\FZVU[OLZPKLWHULSZ^P[O[OL[O\TI
LKNL3¹MYVT[OLZPKLIVYKLYZLHTSPULHUKHIV\[ë¹MYVT[OL
\WWLYVYSV^LYMPUPZOLKLKNL"M\ZLPUWSHJL([[HJO[OLHWWSPX\FMVV[
6WLU,TIYVPKLY`-VV[ *HUKHKQ\Z[[OLULLKSLWVZP[PVUHSS
[OL^H`[V[OLYPNO[:LSLJ[[OLaPNaHNZ[P[JOHUKHKQ\Z[MVYSLUN[O$
TTHUK^PK[O$TT:[P[JOHYV\UK[OLV\[LYLKNLZHUKHYV\UK
[OLLKNLVM[OLOLHY[J\[V\[
7SHJL[OLIHJRPUNYLJ[HUNSLMHJLKV^UHUKHKK[OLIH[[PUNHUK[OL
WSHJLTH[MHJL\W<ZL[LTWVYHY`ZWYH`HKOLZP]L[VOVSK[OLSH`LYZ
[VNL[OLYVYWPUIHZ[L[OLSH`LYZ[VNL[OLY4HJOPULZ[P[JOë¹MYVT
[OLV\[LYLKNLZVM[OLWPLJLKWSHJLTH[;YPT[OLL_JLZZIH[[PUN
HUKIHJRPUNL]LU^P[O[OLWSHJLTH[

+V^USVHK[OLKLZPNUMPSLZ[V`V\YLTIYVPKLY`Z`Z[LT
*\[HWPLJLVMJ\[H^H`Z[HIPSPaLYSHYNLLUV\NO[VOVVW<ZL
[LTWVYHY`ZWYH`HKOLZP]L[VJLU[LYHUKHKOLYLVULVM[OL¹_
¹Z[YPWZ[V[OLJLU[LYVM[OLZ[HIPSPaLY/VVW[OLMHIYPJZ[YPWHUK
Z[HIPSPaLYTHRPUNZ\YLP[PZJLU[LYLKPU[OLOVVW,TIYVPKLY!@V\Y
OLHS[OPZ9LTV]LMYVT[OLOVVWHUK[YPTH^H`[OLZ[HIPSPaLY
9LWLH[[VLTIYVPKLY[OLZLJVUKF_FZ[YPW^P[O!PU`V\YOHUKZ
;YPT[OL\WWLYIVYKLYZ[YPW@V\YOLHS[OPZ[Vë¹_¹^P[O[OL
SV^LYLKNLVM[OLLTIYVPKLY`F¹MYVT^OH[^PSSIL[OLSV^LYLKNL
VM[OLIVYKLY4HRLZ\YL[OLLTIYVPKLYLKZH`PUNPZJLU[LYLKPU[OL
Z[YPWMYVTZOVY[LUK[VZOVY[LUK;YPT[OLIV[[VTIVYKLYZ[YPWPU
[OLZHTLTHUULYI\[^P[O[OL\WWLYLKNLVM[OLLTIYVPKLY`ê¹
MYVT[OL\WWLYLKNLVM[OLZ[YPW
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:[P[JOPU[OLKP[JOHSVUNHSSWPLJPUNZLHTZ:[P[JOJSVZL[V[OLV\[LY
LKNLZVMLHJOOLHY[HUKOHUKHWWSPX\tHUK[OLOLHY[J\[V\[PU
LHJOOHUK
4HJOPULX\PS[[OYLLZTHSSNYHK\H[LKOLHY[ZPULHJOOLHY[WHULSPU
[OLVWLUZWHJLZVM[OLIVYKLY
:L^[OLIPUKPUNZ[YPWZ[VNL[OLY^P[OHIPHZZLHTHUKWYLZZVWLU
*\[VULLUKH[HHUNSLHUK[\YU\UKLYHUKWYLZZë¹-VSK[OL
Z[YPWPUOHSM^P[O^YVUNZPKLZMHJPUNHUKWYLZZ)LNPUUPUNVUVUL
SVUNLKNLVM[OLWSHJLTH[Z[P[JO[OLIPUKPUNZ[YPW[V[OLWSHJLTH[
ë¹MYVT[OLLKNLZ4P[LYLHJOJVYULYHZ`V\YLHJOP[>OLU`V\
YLHJO[OL[\YULKLUK[YPT[OLL_JLZZIPUKPUNHSSV^PUNLUV\NO[V
[\JRPU[V[OL[\YULKLUK*VTWSL[L[OLZ[P[JOPUN
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;\YU[OLIPUKPUN[V^HYK[OLZLHT
HSSV^HUJLHUKWYLZZ;\YU[OL
IPUKPUNV]LY[OLZLHTHSSV^HUJL
LKNLHUKWYLZZ7PUVYIHZ[LPU
WSHJL4HJOPULZ[P[JOPU[OLKP[JO
VM[OLIPUKPUNZLHTMYVT[OL
WSHJLTH[YPNO[ZPKLVYOHUKZL^
[OLIPUKPUNLKNL[V[OLIHJRVM
[OLWSHJLTH[^P[OHUPU]PZPISL
ZSPWZ[P[JO
Napkin
/LT[OLUHWRPUZX\HYL^P[OH
YVSSLKLKNLVU[OLZLYNLYVY
THRLHUHYYV^KV\ISLOLTHSS
HYV\UK
;YHJL[OLTLKP\TZPaLOLHY[
TV[PMHUK[OYLLVM[OLZTHSS
OLHY[TV[PMVU[V[OLWHWLY
ZPKLVMM\ZPISL^LI*\[V\[
LHJOZOHWLSLH]PUNHë¹
HSSV^HUJLHSSHYV\UK(WWS`
[OLOLHY[Z[V[OL^YVUNZPKL
VMZLSLJ[LKWPURVYYLKMHIYPJ
ZJYHWZHUKJ\[V\[
9LTV]L[OLWHWLYHUKHYYHUNL[OLOLHY[ZH[VULJVYULYVM[OL
UHWRPUZX\HYL-\ZLPUWSHJL
:[P[JO^P[OHZOVY[UHYYV^aPNaHNZ[P[JOHYV\UKLHJOOLHY[
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A Quilted Heirloom
BY WENDY SHEPPARD

This easy pillow project was designed for
new Bernina Stitch Regulator users, but is
also great for any new free-motion stitchers. It
uses machine embroidery for the main motif and
free-motion stitching – with or without BSR – for the
basic background quilting stitches.

Machine Embroidery Preparation

Machine Embroidery

Use a washable fabric marker to mark the center of the pillow fabric
with cross-hairs spanning the
width and length of fabric.

Note: Sample uses the Studio
BERNINA Delicate Stitches by
Sharon Schamber collection
(CC81635 for center) and
Studio BERNINA Quilting Fancy
by Diane Gaudynski collection
(design #3 for corners).

Mark two concentric circles of
approximately 8” and 10” in
diameter around the center. A
quick way to achieve this is
by using a salad and a dinner
plate. For added interest,
select plates with scalloped
edges.
Mark placement guide for the embroidery motif on all four corners.
Prepare pillow sandwich by layering the backing fabric (wrong side
up), wool batting (middle), and pillow top fabric (right side up).
Baste sandwich with basting pins along the outer perimeter of
pillow sandwich.

Hoop the layered fabric and
batting. Note: No stabilizer is
needed for the pillow sandwich.
Using the center markings as a guide, embroider a monogram of
your choice in the center of the pillow front. Make sure that it will fit
within the quilting motif.
Without disengaging the hoop from the embroidery module,
proceed with embroidering the central quilt motif.
Embroider the remaining four corners of the pillow top.
Unhoop. Baste the rest of the pillow top with extra pins, if needed.

Supplies

14

Fabrics:

Threads:

18” fabric square (sample pillow uses a shiny Kaufman Radiance fabric)
18” Square Hobbs Heirloom Wool Batting
18” backing fabric, pressed and starched
Two 16” fabric squares of your choice for envelope back

YLI #100 Silk Thread (top thread for quilting)
Auriﬁl #50 Cotton Thread (bobbin for quilting)
Isacord embroidery thread (with matching thread for bobbin)
Regular sewing thread for pillow construction

I S S U E

BSR Background Quilting

Fill in the rest of the space with Diane Gaudynski’s “bouncing
bananas” (see sidebar below).

This project explores four basic
background quilting techniques:
echo quilting, Diane Gaudynski’s
bouncing bananas, tracing, and
micro-stippling.

When background quilting is completed, spritz the pillow top with
water to remove markings. Let dry overnight, patting down any
bumps so that the pillow top will dry flat. Trim to 16” square.

28

Pillow Construction

While stitching, remove basting
pins as necessary.
Stitch (trace) around the circles
as marked. Echo-quilt around the
circles at a constant distance of
about 1/8” to ¼”.
Echo-quilt around the center quilt
motif, just like around the circles,
Carefully stipple in the band
between the circles.
Echo quilt around the feather
motif at the corners of the pillow
sandwich.

“Bouncing Bananas”

Turn one edge of each of the two
16” squares ¼” under; press.
Turn it again about 1½” and hem
with Edgestitch Foot #10/10C. If
desired, add buttonholes along
one of the hemmed edges.
Place the pillow sandwich right
side up. Overlap the two 16”
squares with right sides down to
fit the pillow sandwich. Trim off
the excess; pin.
Sew the pillow together along all four sides; turn inside out through
the back opening. Insert pillow form.

A

Tips for Success

Getting Started
Start stitching at A and sew a convex arch
toward B, then from B back to A to make
a “banana.” Repeat process – for example,
from A to C (where C actually touches the
previously stitched arch) until a “bunch” is
formed.

One thing that has helped me the most
is to go at a slow speed when I use my

B

BERNINA Stitch Regulator because it

C

gives me so much more control with the
stitches and quilting direction.

Stitching “Bunches” of “Bananas”
Repeat the above process, branching out
in different directions to create a “moving
texture” in the background quilting.
Sometimes you might find yourself “stitched’
into a corner. Just stitch over a previously
sewn arch and get to where you need to go
to start another bunch of bananas!

Using ﬁner threads deﬁnitely helps with
the look of the stitches, especially where
backtracking is necessary to get from
one place to another.

Presser Feet:

Other Notions & Tools:

BERNINA Stitch Regulator #42
Walking Foot #50
Teardrop Embroidery Foot #26 (for embroidery)
Edgestitch Foot #10/10C (for envelope closure of pillow)
Automatic Buttonhole Foot #3A (for optional buttonholes)
Reverse Pattern Foot #1/1C (for pillow construction)

Machine embroidered quilting motifs and letter for monogramming of
your choice.
Size 70/10 Microtex Sharp needles
Washable fabric marker
Buttons for envelope closure (optional)
Bernina magnifying glass set (optional)
16” square pillow form
15

WE ARABLE ART G ARMEN TS S H O WC A S IN G C R EATIV E S TITC H ERY
AS FE ATURED IN TH E 2008 B ER N IN A ® FA S H IO N S H O W

Rendezvous
®

PRESIDENT, BERNINA OF AMERICA
One deﬁnition of rendezvous is “meeting at a certain time and place.”
The time is fall 2008 and the place is the Houston Quilt Market where the
BERNINA Fashion Show – Rendezvous – is presented for the ﬁrst time
ever. The creativity of forty-eight talented designers meets the culmination of thousands of hours of hard work to display stunning results that
surprise and delight as they ﬂoat down the runway.
As you watch the show (or see the garments on the pages of this issue
of Through The Needle), it’s hard not to be impressed by the vision and
imagination of each of the designers. The display of color, texture, embellishment, and style is dazzling and rich, reminding us once again of the
depth of design that can be achieved using a sewing machine and a little
originality and resourcefulness.
The designers for each year’s show are invited to participate, offering
their creations as interpretations of the selected theme. The garments are
made with a variety of sewing skills, using both sewing machine and hand
techniques. Beading, needle felting, quilting, thread painting, and machine
embroidery are just a few that you’ll encounter on these garments, often
used in new and unusual ways. I hope seeing these garments will awaken
in you a desire to recreate some of the techniques the designers have
used. If there are techniques new to you, you’ll be able to ﬁnd instruction
and help at your nearest BERNINA dealer. Learn the machine settings,
the appropriate presser feet to use, and the process to follow so you can
duplicate (or come close!) the stunning embellishment techniques used on
the designs on the following pages.
Most of you will never invest the time and energy into creating anything
like these one-of-a-kind garments but as sewers, all of you can focus on
the techniques that appeal to you, imagining them on your next project or
two. So, plan a rendezvous with your sewing machine and create your own
stunning design.

Karey P. Bresenhan
PRESIDENT, QUILTS, INC. &
DIRECTOR, INTERNATIONAL QUILT MARKET
& INTERNATIONAL QUILT FESTIVAL

2008 BERNINA FASHION SHOW

Martin Favre

Fall is that special time of year when we all enjoy the cooling weather
and anticipate what new creative project might keep us busy indoors
while Mother Nature changes her moods. I guarantee you will be ready
to dive into your stash and ﬁre up your sewing machine after viewing the
sumptuous and tempting array of fabrics, techniques and embellishments
embodied in the 2008 Bernina Fashion Show – Rendezvous. It is truly a
rendezvous of the most creative kind! The ﬂurry of fall colors and textures
outside your window is no match for the visual treat and colorful palette
that comes to life within the garments of Rendezvous.
As is the tradition of the Bernina Fashion Show, this year’s 48 invited
designers have combined textile and talent in an impressive display of
innovation and embellishment. And the best thing is, you can emulate the
bits and pieces of the designs that speak to you! Imagine a little of that
sparkle on your granddaughter’s Christmas dress or that certain embellishment added to your own special wardrobe that will really wow your friends!
The detailed photography helps you see the intricacies of the work while
the commentary gives insight into the techniques. It’s almost like having
a front row seat for the show when you enjoy this issue of Through the
Needle.
The only thing better than that is a real front row seat for the runway show!
The garments will debut with full lights, sound, and action in Houston, TX
during the International Quilt Market & Festival on October 26th and 30th.
Hope to see you there. . .
But for now, you can curl up on the couch and enjoy the show!
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Galatea Adorned –
A Mythical Rendezvous
BY CHARLOTTE WARR ANDERSEN

As the Greek legend goes, Pygmalion was
a sculptor or renown, but had acquired a
great hatred of women and vowed never
to marry. However, out of white stone he
carved a beautiful statue of a virginal
maiden (nude, of course) and fell deeply in
love with it. He prayed to Aphrodite to bring
her to life. The goddess did so and Pygmalion and Galatea were married. Naturally,
after coming to life, Galetea needs to be clothed. Having been made
of stone she must be very cold so she needs something warm. This
hooded wrap with geometric quilting will do the trick. …Underneath
is a ﬁgure-hugging gown that shows off that lovely ﬁgure Pygmalion
became besotted with. The pyramids of color bars in the hem of the
garment were set into the bias cut fabric rather than appliquéd on top.
…Getting back to Galatea and Pygmalion – he had a heart of stone, she
was made of stone, but through their fated rendezvous, they now have a
love that is set in stone…lines of Swarovski crystals!

Afternoon at Ascot
BY KIMBERLY M. ANDERT

A woman’s crowning glory has always
been her hair – but not at Ascot! Famously
known for its imaginative toppers, as much
as for its horses, Ascot is the fashionable
place to be seen in a stunning, showstopping hat. Perfect for the occasion is
this dramatic picture hat of wisteria satin
and vintage black lace. The left side is
turned up to reveal a plethora of blue and
lavender hydrangea ﬂowers, and periwinkle ribbon loops, plus feather
sprays and black veiling. The low crown is accented all around with
black Venice lace studded with sequins and jet crystals. The brim ﬂows
gracefully down to the shoulder and is trimmed underneath with edgings
of crystal-studded Venice Lace, and lavender beaded trim. The neckline
of the ﬂirty cocktail dress is accented with lace, sequins and crystals.
A crystal brooch accents the asymmetrical styling of the Empire waist,
anchoring a silk charmeuse sash and ribbon loops. At the hemline, wide
lace dotted with crystals gives the dress added sparkle as the wearer
struts through the parade grounds.
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When Janelle watched the actors walking
on the “Red Carpet” at the 2008 Oscars
in Hollywood it seemed as through every
actress was wearing red. She had been
collecting scads of red fabric over the past
few years and now they had a reason to
come alive for the runway. Red is the color
of action and it pushes away all thoughts
of standing still. It is the shades of red in
the sunset, red hot heat, red blood, and red satin that bring to mind
the red passion of living and creating. The rendezvous of imagination,
dreams and reality are the experiences of the red tufted walkway. Silks,
cottons, yarn, prints, solids, Chinese silk ﬂorals, Sulky Holloshimmer
and Sliver….the quilted menagerie came into being. Bonded Swarovski
crystals are among the cast of characters that make shimmer and shine
co-stars to the ensemble itself. The blended patterns of the coat are
topped by Janelle’s signature “fur” fabric. The ﬁnal rendezvous of reds
allows anyone to say “Meet Me at the Oscars – I’ll be Wearing Red!”
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Meet Me at the Oscars
– I’ll be Wearing Red

Midnight Waltz
BY LUDMILA ARISTOVA

Midnight Waltz is a “rendez-vous” of two
cultures – the Russion culture in which
Ludmila was born and the American culture
that she is still becoming accustomed to.
The design of the dress is inspired by the
architecture of the city she now lives in,
New York. Its architecture never fails to
amaze her. The gown’s pattern stems from
a “sarafan,” a traditional outﬁt worn by
Russian noble and peasant women. The dress consists of two layers:
the silk charmeuse shell, and the silk organza overdress which is
painted and embellished with sequins, beads, prairie points, and
hand-made pleats. The silk charmeuse jacket is based on another
traditional piece of clothing popular in Russia up until the 18th century
called a “soul-warmer” – a short, sometimes fur-trimmed garment,
worn over a long dress. New York City landmarks – the Empire State
Building and the Chrysler Building – are painted on the dress and
“built” on the jacket using appliqued silk organza, silk charmeuse, and
taffeta. Square sequins in monochromatic midnight blue add the sparkle
of twinkling lights.
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English Garden Romance
BY TRACY ANNA BADER

Visions of a romantic evening in a rose garden inspired this elegant swing coat in corsage pink and chocolate brown. The dressy
swing cut ﬂatters all ﬁgures and is worn
when the wearer is in a festive mood…
or just needs something to make her feel
extra special and irresistibly gorgeous on
chilly days or nights! Sumptuous polyester
ﬂeece, made in the USA from recycled soda
bottles, is sculpted to resemble petals of a ﬂower. With the playfully rich
color palette, luscious lining, ﬂared hem, rufﬂed edges and high collar
it makes the wearer feel like a princess when the weather turns cold!
Perennially inspired by the richly embroidered costumes of Eastern
Europe; Jacobean embroidery; and the colorful textiles and traditional
clothing of Mexico, Guatamala and the Andes, Tracy Anna creates her
intricate trademark trim using remnants and clippings, cutting them into
individual shapes, strips and “confetti.” Using only a straight stitch, she
rapidly sews the designs freehand, turning and manipulating the fabric,
painting and sculpting a beautiful garment.

It Looks Good On Paper
BY DIANA BEARD

Every artist knows the disappointment of a
design gone bad…the one that looked so
good on paper but somehow didn’t succeed
in its rendezvous with reality. We start with
an idea, a sketch and a vision of the ﬁnished design. But will it strut like a peacock
or be just another pea-brained idea when it
hits the runway? To represent this concept,
mulberry paper was crumpled up (like
discarded sketches), smoothed out (like a salvaged idea) and fused to a
lining. The peacock represents our hopes for the completed design; we
want it to strut conﬁdently, to preen and draw attention. Diana’s feather
design was traced with pencil, stitched with variegated thread and
painted with encaustic paints. Pencil lines were deliberately left on the
gown as a subtle reminder of the process from paper to reality. Ribbons
cascade to the bottom of the gown; 349 loops of Hannah silk pleated
in the middle for feather-weight lightness. Rhinestones create a tasteful
“glow” symbolizing the satisfaction of seeing what looks good on paper
enjoy a successful rendezvous with reality!
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The name is “Tropicana,” fashioned for a
romantic rendezvous with destiny in the
tropics. The luxury of a raucous orange, silk
velvet dress demands attention. A ﬂirtatious orange Hibiscus placed behind the
ear sends a signal. The verdant aquamarine
lace bolero jacket and sparkling rhinestones
cannot go unnoticed. Let the “rendezvous”
begin! Janet created the very fabric from
which the aquamarine lace bolero is made. First, she digitized twentyone separate embroidery designs from her original artwork. Then ten
miles of silk thread on silk organza were needed to produce ﬁfty-four
separate embroidered units. The large quantity of thread was needed to
create a raised relief on the embroidery designs, which were then handpainted to accentuate the sculptured effect. The ﬁfty-four embroidered
pieces ﬁt together like the pieces of a jigsaw puzzle to become a seamless work of art. The designer then applied one thousand Swarovski
ﬁre opal crystals from Kandi Corp. “Tropicana,” the fruit of much labor,
leads to the ultimate tropical rendezvous for the woman in the modern
jungle and aggressively on the prowl.
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Tropicana

Seasonal Rendezvous
BY DONNA M. BROWN

“Seasonal Rendezvous” represents the
summer as it begins to wane and the early
signs of the approaching autumn season
as the leaves begin to change color and
fall from the trees. The leaves on the tulle
coat sleeves were embroidered in shades
of green; the image of falling leaves was
further developed by the addition of freehanging embroidered leaves to the body of
the coat. The leaves were accented with beads and Swarovski crystals.
As the coat opens, the fall season appears. The coat lining, a gold and
rust-colored Indian cotton, was embroidered with the same leaf designs
as the outer coat, but in russet, rust, copper and gold shades to depict
the beautiful range of colors seen in the fall. The dress was embellished
with stenciled leaf designs in metallic paints, accented with glitter, then
overlaid with tri-color silk chiffon and accented with Swarovski crystals.
The attached train, a burn-out polyester chiffon, was the ﬁrst piece of
fabric, and its beautiful colors and leaf designs were the inspiration for
the entire ensemble.
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Wind and Water
BY TONI CARROLL

When the power of Wind and the rhythm of
the Sea rendezvous, the result is undulating
movement as the two meet and begin to
dance. Like a romantic tryst, at ﬁrst gentle
and sensuous, the power of two great forces
builds slowly into a passionate crescendo
of the excitement and danger of a storm at
sea. As wind and water rhythmically move
together, the surface of the ocean ripples
and sways and starts to break. Pleating gives way to scrunching. Gridding and pufﬁng chop the surface waters as the passion grows. Thousands of beads and rhinestones add sparkles and twinkles of light. The
scattered poufs create the effect of bubbles on a churning sea. Circular
appliqués represent the combination of wind and water in the beautiful,
but dangerous, spinning of water spouts. The garments beneath the
coat reveal the slow return of the calming of the Ocean. These two great
forces return to living separately as sky and sea, only kissing softly,
teasingly, now and then, until the next time they rendezvous and begin
the dance anew.

Medieval Fashionista
BY DANA LACY CHAPMAN

Taking her inspiration from the fashionforward English nobility of the early 12th
century, Dana used ﬂat pattern and draping
techniques to develop her design for
“Medieval Fashionista.” Our noble lady is
running daringly late for her rendezvous,
resplendent in a rustle of silk raiment. She
fairly ﬂoats as she makes her way toward
the appointment. Over 6,000 yards of hologram thread embellishes the borders of her ﬂowing mantle, and there is
a surprising sparkle inside the hem. The garment closes with a knotted
cord. Her gown, or bliaut, shimmers with gold and silver accents. The
garment has 51 French seams, and the sleeves sparkle with 3,000
Swarovski crystals. While this type of garment may have originated as
an undergarment, our Fashionista is daring to break those limits! So
trendy in 1130 A.D. the young lady’s feminine charms are emphasized
by the close ﬁtting corsage (over garment). Drawing the eye to her
hips, her girdle is made from hand-loomed dupioni silk embellished in
similar ways to the corsage, and tied with macraméd cords.
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The “sword in the stone,” ﬁrst sign of Arthur’s kingship, is broken in battle. Merlin,
recognizing the urgent need for England’s
once and future king to replace this powerful emblem of stewardship, leads Arthur
to a nearby lake. There, an aquatic spirit
in Celtic lore guards a powerful sword. Go
back in time to imagine this rendezvous
with destiny. The lady rises out of the lake
to extend the sword. She is robed in ﬂowing colors: emerald greens,
teals, purples, turquoises. Her sleeveless coat evokes visions of mossy
stones beneath the transparent waters. Her gown sparkles like wavelets
in sunlight with ﬂashes of prism color. Her hair is conﬁned by a diadem.
Water bubbles about her. Water ﬂows around her, yet she strides cleareyed closer to shore and beckons the king. She presents Excalibur. It is
a gift that seals his kingship, cements his reign; yet it must be returned
at Arthur’s death.
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Water and Stone

Da-Doo-Ron-Rendezvous
BY LISA COULOMBE

Lisa left Maine years ago, but every fall she
misses the brilliant show of color provided
by the deciduous trees and accented by the
evergreen pines. She selected 45 pieces
of cotton and silk to create a gradation
from the deep burgundy of the maples to
a rich pine green. After cutting each piece
in freeform curves, she layered them on a
ﬂannel foundation and top-stitched them
in place. Many beads, sequins and crystals were added by hand as she
watched reality TV with her daughter. This was her second attempt at
an ensemble for this year’s show. After spending months working on a
pictoral coat, she took the advice of a relative stranger and set aside the
ﬁrst piece to start anew. She is so pleased that she did because “Da-DoRon-Rendezvous” was a joy to work on! The name comes from the 60’s
style of coat, hat and dress. Can’t you just picture a celebrity in Jackie
O. sunglasses sneaking off to a rendezvous all covered up, but unable to
resist the color and sparkle?
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High Society
BY MELODY CRUST

This charming ensemble is reminiscent
of a simpler time when afternoon cocktail
parties were in vogue and even the most
sophisticated ladies longed to be Grace
Kelly and secretly swooned over Gable and
Bogart. The very full skirt swings easily
with the satisfying swish of real silk that
makes every woman feel beautiful. The long
petticoat you see playing peek-a-boo at
the hem is 80 yards of rufﬂed turquoise nylon net sewn to a bottom of a
petticoat. The most remarkable piece of the ensemble is the over-the-top
really-fake-fur stole. Over three thousand yards of net strips were sewn
in a virtually countless number of rows to capture the look of the fur
stole every stylish woman in the 50s either owned or coveted. Melody’s
well-known love for all things shiny shows through in every one of the
thousands of sequins hand-applied to every available turquoise net
surface. No glamorous lady of the era would be caught at a party without
sporting a chic hat. This oh-so-French confection serves beautifully as
the perfect ﬁnish for this woman of style.

Party Pajamas for Quilt Festival:
A Rendezvous with Destiny!
BY LUELLA DOSS

Rendezvous to share ideas and make quilts
with old and new friends during the late
night hours in the hotel during quilting festivals have been known to change quilters’
lives. The excitement of sharing creative
ideas will never be the same when news of
this fashion vanguard comes on the scene!
The ensemble begins with ruby slippers,
which transport the wearer to the magical
world of quilt-making. The fantasia robe fabric is titled “Eye’s Wise”
because of Luella’s belief that quilters are wise, and that wisdom is
revealed through the eyes. The top of the robe is inspired by the trendy
short jackets of 2008, complete with Luella’s signature “shoulder cuffs.”
The robe has cords which help keep track of the quilter’s scissors. On
the lapel is a “Dior rose.” Underneath, discover striped and ﬂoral pajama
bottoms. Attached to the robe collar is a “ﬂight cape” of orange-pleated
nylon which lifts the quilter off her feet into new worlds of creative
activity. She can ﬂy away to exciting challenges every day, on her magic
carpet quilt, Eyes Wise.
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Everyone has seen a skirt with layers of
rufﬂes, but no one has rendezvoused with
the full spectrum of nature seen in the
colors of the sky, the amber grains, the
statuesque trees with their seasonal hues,
and the arching rainbow we all know, nor
topped it all with sparkling trapunto. The
ensemble starts with an A-line rufﬂed skirt,
made from 32 yards and 16 colors of RJR
“Cosmopolitan” silks. Quilting and trapunto of seven princess sections
prior to construction created the top. Thousands of yards of #100 YLI
silk thread add instant dimension and overall shimmer to the surface. A
hat completes the ensemble. But shimmer isn’t enough. She needs sparkle for every rendezvous, which was achieved using thirty eight different
colors of opaque glitter from Art Institute Glitter, Inc. Now just before
stepping out she can sprinkle a little more fairy dust over her head and
shoulders as she moves about, regardless of where the rendezvous is,
she will leave good luck as the loose sparkles fall off her shoulders.
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A Rendezvous with
Nature’s Rainbow

“Meet me by the garden
gate at midnight”
BY AUDREY DURNAN

The romance of a lovers’ rendezvous moves
this ensemble through a wrought iron
gate into a garden of spring blooms. The
overwrap is a full cut-away skirt with a ﬁtted
long sleeve bodice. First the design was
drawn on Sulky Fabri-Solvy sandwiched
between black English netting and black
organza. Free-motion embroidery with
Holoshimmer thread outlines and embellishes the wrought-iron of the gate. After the water-soluble stabilizer
was removed, the unwanted organza was carefully trimmed to reveal
the pattern of the gate. Moonlight-catching facets of Swarovski crystals
enhance the bodice. Under the over-wrap, the beauty of a spring garden
colors the lovers’ tryst in a ﬂoor-length gown. Audrey ﬁrst dyed the silk
charmeuse with a rainbow of colors on very large stretcher bars. Gold
water-resist gutta outlines the pinks, nasturtiums, strawberries, wisteria,
bleeding hearts, lilies and poppies, which were then painted with brilliant acid dyes. A stream cascades down the rear of the skirt, replete with
koi, bulrushes, blooming iris and maple leaves.
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Treasured Blossoms
BY MARY LOU ECKSTEIN

Spring arrived in chilly northern Ohio, the
cherry trees blossomed, and Mary Lou’s
special-occasion dress was worn under
a wool jacket. That was ﬁfty years ago
and her favorite childhood dress, worn by
two generations, is still beautiful. It is her
inspiration for “Treasured Blossoms,” her
rendezvous with treasured memories and
keepsakes – pressed ﬂowers, vintage clothing, and heirloom jewelry. Her original garment and purse designs are
in shades of pink from blush to vintage rose, accented with spring and
moss green. The blush-pink cardigan jacket and purse were needlepunched with dusty-pink cherry blossoms and spring-green leaves using the Bernina Needle Punch Accessory Set. Borders of blossoms and
leaves shape the edges. Free-motion stitching with the Bernina Stitch
Regulator embellishes each needle-punched blossom. Embroidered
gold metallic chains of hand-beaded jewelry sparkle among the blossoms. The princess-line, sleeveless dress with an A-line silhouette is
constructed of pink silk dupioni. More than 150 appliquéd and couched
silk dupioni cherry blossoms cascade from the bodice to the hem.
Approximately 1,100 Swarovski crystals and over 150 Swarovski crystal
beads accent the ensemble.

Celestial Rendezvous
BY JANICE ELLERTSON

Have you ever wondered what was really
in space? We don’t need to wonder as the
ancients did; with the magniﬁcent color
images from the NASA Hubble Space
Telescope we can see the grandeur and
beauty of the heavens. Celestial Rendezvous
captures the visual impact and wonder of
Hubble’s vision. Spirals of galactic colors
– as well as Planetary circles, diamonds,
and star points – radiate around the star-shaped jacket. Seven celestial
images were digitized in BERNINA v5 Software; the embroidered designs create the impression of a stellar view woven into the piecework of
the garment. The asymmetrical collar and other paper piecing get their
illumination from cotton batiks provided by Batik Textiles. Feeling like
a kid in a candy store, Janice selected bright color runs to recreate the
brilliance of Hubble’s vision. After a day trip to Mt. Palomar Observatory,
she added information about each image to the lining, giving the viewer
important facts about each one. The close ﬁtting top and wide legged
trousers underneath complete the retro look, while satisfying her childhood curiosity about the heavens.
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Padma the Pink Lotus Princess invites you
to rendezvous in India for the Festival of
Peace and Prosperity. Padma means “lotus”
in Sanskirt and symbolizes purity and a
peaceful mind. She is dressed in her royal
ensemble to preside over the festivities
bringing happiness to all the people of
her mythical kingdom. The skirt features
large original-design embroidery-appliqué.
The design and bold color combination was inspired by Lynda’s own
rendezvous trip to India last year and digitized by Lynda using BERNINA
Embroidery Software. Each design required 10 hours to complete,
including hooping, stitching, thread changing, trimming, and embellishing. The matching midriff blouse features an all-over pattern of small
turquoise ﬂowers with crystal centers. Patma’s long, luminous turquoise
scarf is made of a double layer of crystal tulle, embellished with large
holographic sequins between the layers and metallic silver ribbon along
the edges. As she returns to her mythical abode, Padma beckons us,
wherever we are, to gather in spirit and wish for Peace and Happiness
for all the peoples of the world.
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Padma the Pink
Lotus Princess

Lookin’ “Fur” Bigfoot
BY VIRGIE FISHER

In a modern day beauty and the beast rendezvous, Virgie’s ensemble calls for a team
to help ﬁnd the legendary beast, Bigfoot.
Since Virgie demands a NO-KILL approach,
all that is needed are binoculars, a camera,
and a bunch of carrots! She has created a
fun ensemble using her own techniques,
“Fabulous Fur” and “Zipper Dee Doo Dah”
to create a jacket of cotton prints from
Westminster and Island Batiks, laden with bejeweled and twisted zippers. Hand-dyed silk, decorative cords and cotton threads are lavished
among the zippers along with a mixture of beads, buttons, and crystals.
The “Fabulous Fur” for the jacket was created using six different yarns
combined with ﬁbers, threads and ribbons. The skirt is a playful bubble
of hand-stitched camouﬂage appliqués with footprints hidden in the
design. The blouse is silk velvet from Hannah Silk and was created with
a diagonal display of rufﬂes. …“Lookin’ Fur Bigfoot” in the mountains
of Southeastern Oklahoma.
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Caribbean Sunset
BY DIANE GLOYSTEIN

Romantic Caribbean vacations, where
the highlight of each day is watching the
brilliant corals of the sunset merge with the
turquoise of the ocean waters, led Diane to
create CARIBBEAN SUNSET. Diane created
the coat fabric by distressing Cut Away+
stabilizer. Two layers of silver metallic paint
followed by a layer of ocean blue – which
she sponged away – created a one-of-akind fabric that looks like metallicized leather. The collar, cuffs and border trim are made of richly textured sparkly fabric created with Diane’s
Fiber Bubbles technique. A variety of colored organzas were layered
over a base fabric, held in place under water-soluble stabilizer, then freemotion stitched with elastic thread in the bobbin. The organzas were
then washed and dried, causing the water-soluble stabilizer to disappear
and the elastic thread to shrink, resulting in a bubbled surface. The
lining fabric was airbrushed with the colors of the sunset, then quilted
with Holoshimmer. The close-ﬁtting evening gown features a sheer,
iridescent silk chiffon bias skirt with hand-dyed shibori streamers that
ﬂutter in a Caribbean breeze.

Chiang Mai Rendezvous
BY CARROLL GRIFFITHS

Carroll’s inspiration for this ensemble
was handmade Hmong indigo batik fabric
she located in Chiang Mai, Thailand, at
the night market. It was originally used
in a skirt which she took apart to salvage
the wonderful fabric. The mid-calf length
coat, designed by Judy Bishop, has a front
band opening and is composed of vertically placed Seminole pieced strips using
indigo and scarlet Cherrywood suede-look cotton, the batik fabric from
Thailand, and a few other batiks and broadcloths in indigo, scarlet, and
icy gray. The back features a square Hmong appliqué design which was
repeated in the Seminole design strips and in larger scale in the sleeve
design. Baby rickrack in red is added for interest as is traditional in
Seminole patchwork. The sleeves are made separately and fastened to
the coat with red buttons and silver beads. The sleeveless pullover dress
has a back slit and is made of indigo Cherrywood cotton. The belt or
cummerbund has a Seminole patchwork design and is tied with fabriccovered cording.
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Romance and sensuality are no more
beautifully represented than in the paintings of Klimt – in particular “The Kiss,” an
iconic representation of a rendezvous full of
sweetness and heat, incorporating the feminine symbolism of ovals, circles and spirals
of gold to represent the rich and complex
nature of Woman’s sensuality. Important to
the composition are the rectangles on the
right side of the dress bodice, abstractions representing male sensuality,
close to the heart but not dominating the pattern. When the coat with
the snap-off skirt is removed, the magnetic closures at the wrist and
front reinforce the mystery and seductive qualities of the piece, silently
opening for her to slip out. Enroute to her rendezvous, she shields her
face from unwanted recognition with her hat as a screen. But the circular
symbols of sensuality bubble out the back, incorporating fused organzas
with ﬂat circular glass beads on iridescent velvet. The ﬁtted, halter dress
of crushed cross-dyed silk velvet appears like a ﬂame. Flat, matte-ﬁnish
sequins in circular and square shapes are layered into the bead design
of the collar and create the central motif of the collar that alludes to the
Egyptian inﬂuence in Klimt’s paintings.
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Kissing Klimt

I’ll Be There. Be-leaf Me
BY CATHIE I. HOOVER

Autumn is a time when life cycles come
to a close – including the life of leaves on
deciduous trees. Cathie was seduced by
this stunning hand-dyed and silk-screened
100% silk fabric created by Diane Bartels of
Minnesota. She embellished the leaves with
spools and spools of Kreinik’s Balger braids
to add sparkle and to further deﬁne them.
Metallic “old gold” threads add an overlaying sparkle to the ﬁnal layer of silk-screened leaves. Rayon thread
was used to quilt the background butterscotch yellow areas to Hobb’s
Thermore. The jacket is ﬁnished with a brassy gold and black Dupioni
stripe binding with metallic copper poly fabric for the ﬂirty blouse and
ties. The wide-leg, low slung, pleated slacks are constructed of Tencel,
held in place with a fabric belt that is backed with the same fabric as
the blouse. The ﬁnal little glitz, rhinestones, sparkles all over the jacket,
belt, and side seams of the slacks. All this serves to remind me of my
rendezvous pledge: “I’ll be there. Be-leaf me!”
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Meet Me in the
Autumn Garden
BY KATHY HOWARD

Leaf discharge prints have fascinated Kathy
for a long time. The luscious coppery color
produced using this technique on black
fabric inspired her ensemble garment
for the BERNINA Fashion Show. Lemonscented geranium leaves provided the
prints on her coat. Copper metallic thread
from Coats and Clark was then used to quilt
the leaf shapes to muslin, which was then
washed and dried. Thirty hours of hand stitching joined the beads and
sequins to the leaves, where they glisten like the evening dew. The circle
of illusion collar is constructed of hand-dyed copper and black squares.
The Andi Perejda design focuses the viewer’s attention on the wearer’s
face. An antique satin frog from the designer’s collection holds the coat
together just below the neckline. The bargello-pieced coat lining uses
hand-dyed fabrics. Paper-pieced leaves add another colorful accent. The
slim sheath dress is highlighted with a net lace corsage. Leaf shapes
were drawn on Solvy, then cut out and stitched using variegated thread.
Corded dupioni silk connects the leaves to complete the accent on the
evening dress.

A Tryst Across
the Color Wheel
BY RITA YOUNG KILSTROM

As the saying goes, “Opposites Attract,”
and that’s just what this design showcases. In ﬂowing satin panels, shimmering
chartreuse and passionate purple wind
their way from a single shoulder strap to
the ﬂoor. Suitable for a femme fatale, this
slinky gown should stop the show at the
fanciest speakeasy! Sundress seams were
dramatically altered to resemble the path of
a meandering stream. Soft, rufﬂes edged in holographic threads were
inserted into the four main seams of the gown. At random intervals, the
rufﬂes were anchored with clusters of glistening beads, which reveal
ﬁrst the purple side of the rufﬂe and then the reverse. Rufﬂes ﬂow down
to reveal an offset split front, then continue around the gown’s edge to a
slightly longer back. The single shoulder strap is enhanced with a rufﬂe
and accented with more beads. A sparkling net “boa” is edged with
shiny purple trim and sequins. The headpiece features soft satin ﬂowers
perched on a netting ruff. Purple beads wander up and down, echoing
the winding seams of the gown.
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“Adirondack Splendor” was created as a
tribute to one of the most beautiful parks
in the country. The Adirondacks is a park
in upstate New York containing 6 million
acres of wilderness, mountains, lakes, and
streams. Since 2001 Joyce has split time
between her home in Rochester, NY and her
cabin near Lake Placid. The Adirondacks
are an inspiring, beautiful place to spend
time, and she has found the connection to nature to be truly beneﬁcial
for creative work. The outside of the coat depicts a mountain scene. The
beautiful colors of Cherrywood fabrics and woven hand-dyed silk ribbons represent the Adirondack color palette well. The inside of the coat
represents the spectacular fall leaves. Fall is truly a glorious and colorful
time in the Adirondack Park. The pants and top were made to look like
white birch bark which is such a familiar sight throughout the park.
The birch bark look was achieved through dye with resist and paint.
Completing the outﬁt is a scarf and an amulet necklace.
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Meeting of the Flowers
BY EVE KOVACS

A rendezvous of cultural inﬂuences from
Eve’s Hungarian and Australian background
inspired the design for this ensemble. The
combination of cutwork and ﬂoral embroidery comes from traditional Hungarian
needlework, but the embroidered ﬂowers
adorning the tiered, empire-waist dress are
native to Australia. Both the claret-red under
layer and black upper layer of the bias-cut
charmeuse dress are edged with cutwork designs of Hungarian poppies
and roses. These intricate lacy edges complement the vivid red and
purple Australian wildﬂowers that border the cape-like collar and the
asymmetrical tiers of the skirt. The complicated designs were assembled
in software, then stitched on silk organza backed charmeuse. A total of
ninety-one hoopings were required to complete the dress. The matching cape and purse in claret-red silk velvet complement the dress. The
scallop-edged cape and petal purse are embellished with poppy motifs
quilted with Sulky metallic thread and accented with hand beading.
Free-motion quilting on the cape and the sumptuously gathered, center
detail on the purse provide the ﬁnal ﬁnishing touches for “Meeting of
the Flowers”.
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A Walk in the Garden
BY DEBI KUENNEN-BAKER

As the vibrant colors of the sunset dance
against the black evening sky, he won’t
be able to take his eyes off of you in this
stunning evening suit. The jacket emerged
from the collar. Small pieces of cotton
fabrics, novelty yarns and sheer ribbons
were needle-felted to a base of black cotton
duck to create a piece of fabric rich with
texture. To prevent the collar from fading
into the jacket, the collar was bound with a bias cut black and white
stripe. To compliment the collar, black linen – combined with a woven
fabric created from a Sherril Kahn print of bright oranges, pinks, yellows and blues – and a black print were used to create the body of the
jacket. Roses, from Anita Goodesigns, in colors reﬂected in the jacket,
were embroidered along the seam lines to soften the edges. A ribbon of
woven fabric creates a trellis for the embroidered roses that adorn the
pants. As the sun ﬁnally sets, the last glimmer of light catches the dew
drops in the garden.

Black Diamond
BY EDIE LANCASTER

Form and function come together in a
sophisticated blend that is both wearable
and artistic in Black Diamond, a luxurious
blend of silk taffeta with touches of silk organza, piped and lined with China silk. Edie
challenged herself to use as many heirloom
techniques as possible in this elegant
gown, designed to be worn to a military
ball. The vee shape of the halter neckline is
repeated on multiple diamond shapes found on the midriff and the tiered
rufﬂes. Floral designs from the Studio BERNINA Linen Closet Design
Collection are enhanced with more than three thousand crystal beads.
Shaped lace, twin-needle stitching, and candlewick embroidery outline
the diamonds, providing continuity of shape and diversity of texture.
Heirloom laces and silk organza ﬁll some of the diamonds, while lace
outlines others – all lending a subtle sophistication and elegance. Piping enhances the inset midriff band and the halter straps and neckline.
The heirloom technique of roll-and-whip ﬁnishes the multiple exposed
rufﬂe edges. The rufﬂes themselves provide walking ease while adding
to the drama of the dress.
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Sedona Dream was inspired by the rich
twilight colors of the desert. The subtle
colorations of the desert form a rich and
varied palette. This project is an homage to
the quiet repetition of handwork. The use
of a variety of heavy hand-stitching threads
creates a foundation of color and texture.
The bodice was created by dyeing and
over-painting silk noil for the foundation.
A collage of stamped silk organza, Angelina and silk ﬁbers, hand-dyed
and over-painted cotton scrim, and cut silk ﬂowers are further enhanced
using hand-wrapped cording. The entire bodice was stitched by hand
with rows of parallel stitching lines no more than one half inch apart.
This stitching was achieved using a collection of threads from YLI’s
Tentakulum line including silk, rayon, gimp and ﬂower and perle cottons and hand-dyed Pearle cotton from Valdani. Each dye cut ﬂower
was outlined using gimp cording couched down with golden threads.
The surface is further enhanced with clusters of real freshwater pearls,
crystals, and gold-plated beads.
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Sedona Dream

Meet Me at the Met
BY JEANETTE LEWIS

A John Martinez etching from the New York
Metropolitan Opera was the inspiration for
the back panel of the cape, which shows a
woman – Violetta from La Traviata – standing on the balcony overlooking nightfall.
The upper skirt is tulle embellished with
embroidery and 3-dimensional ﬂowers
and is lined in the same charmeuse as
the bodice; the underskirt is dupioni with
hot pink beads accenting the polka dots. Violetta holds in her hand a
fan made of feathers. The embroidered balcony railing was adapted
from the Vintage Collection of Martha Pullen, manipulated in BERNINA
v5 software to make it look like a wrought iron railing. The stars are
Swarovski crystals. The cape is made of dark chocolate silk velvet and
is lined in lime green charmeuse which has been embellished with the
names of operas. Completing the ensemble is a hand-beaded evening
gown of 4-ply chocolate silk crepe with matching silk chiffon sleeves
and a double layer of chiffon at the bottom of the gown.
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Cerulean Seas
BY HEIDI LUND

This fair mermaid comes to us from the
cerulean colored seas of the island of Fiji.
Having given up her mermaid tail for an
afternoon rendezvous at the local marina
clubhouse with her girlfriends she has
donned a retro style silk dupioni suit of
luscious blue and green. Her ensemble
features fabulous painted and freeform
seaweed tendrils in cotton blendables
thread in the color of cool waters and deep indigo. Her high collared
swing coat features tendrils of thread kelp fronds and seaweed. Mixed in
are hundreds of shell buttons, beads, glass, ribbons, baubles and jewels
that line the sea ﬂoor. Her fabulous undersea garden is also featured in
her handbag and head dress of seaweed and jewels of matching hues.
Now our fair mermaid is off to the clubhouse for one of those wonderful
light beverages of blue Curacao, Rum and a hint of pineapple served in
a fancy glass, but she has already decided she will not touch the shrimp
appetizers which she determined might contain one or two of her long
lost cousins!

Evening Rendezvous
BY MARIA MALLNER

Barbie has a life full of adventures, travel,
and fabulous clothes. She has many friends
and a choice of careers. What little girl
doesn’t want to be Barbie and what grownup doesn’t want her wardrobe? With Barbie
in mind, this creation is made from rich
fabrics to inspire thoughts of elegance,
royalty, and evenings spent at the opera,
ballet, or theater. The deep merlot underskirt is heavily embroidered with gold metallic thread and ﬁnished with
a vintage lace using heirloom sewing techniques. The embroidery is
accented by a golden overlay piped with gold. The halter style top is
accented with golden rings, has large gathers to accentuate the bodice,
and is attached to a wide waistband with gold piping and darts to further
ﬂatter the ﬁgure. The gown is worn over a purchased crinoline. A sash
of gold organza and a trendy boutique style evening bag made from silk
shantung and Ka-Jinker Gems complete the look. The ensemble was
created for a conﬁdent, beautiful woman to wear to make her Evening
Rendezvous.
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A little bit of idle gossip about Barbara
Stanwyck’s alleged affair with a Hollywood
actress, a small pinch of romance from
a forgotten time, a naughty allusion in a
classic play and an idealized version of
the perfect woman. Oh, the dangers of
spreading rumors! Small, white lies about
chance meetings, illicit rendezvous and
innocent friends can easily be blown out
of proportion. The draped and sewn details of Gilbert’s ensemble reﬂect
this exaggeration and hopefully will cause rumors of their own! Inspired
by the curvy Gibson girls silhouette of the late 1890’s, the padded hips
automatically cause the waist to look smaller and the ﬂounce-accented,
strong shoulder line of the bolero pushes the illusion of a deﬁned
horizontal line. The top was cut with femininity and lingerie in mind. On
the quilted corduroy camisole, delicate details like converging seams
and a mock lace-up front are contrasted with silver eyelets and a strong
avocado-colored, suede-look corduroy from Cherrywood Fabrics. The
skirt ﬁts to the knee then ﬂares out to form a circular-rufﬂe covered train.
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Rumors

Parfait
BY JUSTINE LIMPUS PARISH

Justine’s original design looks like a
“Rendezvous” with a box of marzipancovered chocolates in a French pastry shop
– a vision of frothing whipped cream in
cotton candy colors.
Originally titled “Cloud” because of the
bubble pleat used on the train, this garment
renamed itself “Parfait” and took on a life of
its own, demanding “more pink, please!” This new “bubble” pleat, which
Justine hand pleats and paints at her studio, is something she has been
developing to use with loose, puffy shawls and jackets. The bubble
technique is repeated on the belt, which is supported by ﬁve pieces of
boning.
The two halves of the dress were shibori pleated on Justine’s 9 foot
by 34 inch diameter pipe and wrapped with monoﬁlament, heat set
using her secret process, then embellished with metallic paint. The
construction is simple – the way the pleating conforms to the body
gives it its shape.
The overskirt is supported by a combination of 18th century pannier,
which extends to the sides, and 19th century bustle, which lifts the
pleated overskirt to the sides and back.
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Star of India
BY SYLVIA MARIE POLK

“Star of India” is inspired by Sylvia’s study
of reﬂective surfaces and garment decorations in the cultures of the Indian subcontinent. The vibrant colors and intricate
designs of the mandalas transported her to
the hot climate of Rajasthan. She reproduced the creative ideas in a contemporary
way using silk Dupioni stenciled, stamped,
and hand-beaded to make it sparkle and
ﬂash. Today mirrors are an invitation to beauty, but in ancient times they
were thought to ward off evil spirits. These mirrors have a sublime holographic effect. Free-motion machine stitched mandalas are the vehicle
to support the hand-made mirrors, which are made from a common
household item – well, a high-tech one (CDs!). Round mirrors, mandalas, stamped spirals and radiating beads all delight the eyes and invite
the viewer into wholeness and Presence. Sequin waste, stamped spirals
made from a compressed sponge, a carved eraser with a ﬂower motif
and metallic textile paint, all make up the colorful surface. Candlelight
thread accents the spiral design. The bag carries a gold-painted traditional motif along with bells used to announce the wearer’s entrance.

A Body of Work
– Essence of Me
BY YVONNE PORCELLA

2008 is the occasion when Yvonne and
her classmates rendezvous at their School
of Nursing in San Francisco to revisit
old memories. Most of Yvonne’s nursing
career was spent as an operating room
nurse where the human body was the
focus. It seemed logical, when she was
given a packet of negatives from her CT
scan, to use the images for her coat lining.
Pixeladies did a creative job of digitally stitching together her body parts
to print a silk lining that would ﬁt each pattern piece. “A Body of Work
– Essence of Me” is a reality piece, complete with Yvonne’s arterial
structure. The coat fabric is white cotton batiste layered over batting,
free-motion stitched, painted, then accented with Swarovski crystals.
With the popularity of innovative fashion reality television, it was time
for a new look for the dress under her coat. “Deconstruction” is the word
for the day. Five men’s white t-shirts were cut apart and reconﬁgured
into the layered skirt. Red is Yvonne’s favorite color, signifying passion
and life itself.
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All dressed up and “some place to go,” our
model is on her way to a springtime High
Tea at the Broadmoor Hotel in the foothills
of Colorado, a long time destination of the
social elite from both coasts. She will be
the spotlight of the event wearing this strapless evening gown and bolero jacket graced
with a full train and attached bustle. The
bodice of the gown is densely quilted using
skills learned in a Diane Gaudynski workshop in 2007. Jenny is rightfully proud of her efforts! The overskirt was designed with a scalloped
edge and trimmed with narrow piping… 150 individual embroidery
motifs grace the ensemble, each stitched on illusion and then applied to
the skirt and overskirt. The shrug was made using a sandwich of watersoluble stabilizer, illusion, and silk ribbon. Seventy yards of ribbon were
stitched onto a marked grid using a Twin needle. After all the garment
seams were complete the bolero was soaked and rinsed to remove the
stabilizer, then hung to dry.
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High Tea
at the Broadmoor

Yves and Me – by the
Cosmic Creative Campfire
BY LUANA D. RUBIN

Luana was twelve when she found a copy
of Vogue in her small town library, and was
immediately enchanted by the work of Saint
Laurent, especially his color sense and
eveningwear. This ensemble’s title comes
from a dream that Luana had as a teenager,
about meeting Yves in front of a roaring
rainbow-colored bonﬁre, which she called
the Cosmic Creative Campﬁre. She often
visualizes sitting in front of this blazing ﬁre to rendezvous with the great
Creative Geniuses of Design and Art History. Saint Laurent regularly
used exotic cultures as inspiration… Luana’s original draped ensemble
is a combination of fabrics and trims from China, Vietnam, India and
Africa. The overcoat is made from hand-dyed, sun-printed and handstamped cotton from South Africa; the gold metallic frog is handmade
in India; and the draped bodice is made from a two-toned jacquard
made on 100-year-old hand looms in Vietnam. Monsieur Saint Laurent
died during the last week that Luana worked on this garment, and she
dedicates this ensemble to the memory of this creative genius.
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Tropical Dragon
Playground
BY SHAREN SAWA

In making “Tropical Dragon Playground”,
Sharen wanted to create a playful, fun
garment that jumped out at the viewer. By
using many different blacks and whites
in the crazy patch coat, she was able to
showcase the bright colors of the three-dimensional ﬂowers and leaves. The ﬂowers
were applied using a tagging gun, adding
to the spontaneous look. Mischievous,
embroidered dragons from OESD play within the colorful centers of the
patchwork blocks inside the coat, having a good old time. More hidden
dragons lurk inside the pleats of the skirt, created using different color
threads and fabrics in the contrast underlays. Sharen experimented with
several new techniques in this outﬁt, including embroidery and threedimensional ﬂowers. Additional appliquéd leaves and three-dimensional
ﬂowers adorn the purse.

A Night at the Opera
BY ANNE SHEIKH

“A Night at the Opera” embodies the
elegance, anticipation and excitement of a
theatrical night out. The design is part of
Anne’s “Art Quilt” series of jackets which
incorporate her hand-dyed mini art-quilt
elements. The coat makes a bold statement with its eye-catching turquoise color
background and is artsy enough to create a
stir at any special opera night while being
ﬂattering to its wearer by creating a long vertical line. The coat fabric
was created by sewing a layer of white wool to a layer of white silk
charmeuse with many rows of straight and zigzag stitches done in basic
and decorative threads. The resulting yardage was then dyed twice using
a shibori method. Finally the yardage was machine washed and dried –
the woolen layer became soft and the silk side textured by the shrinkage.
The fabric is fabulous on both sides as the same color dye is absorbed
differently by the wool and silk. Trendy silver leather trim adds ﬂash,
excitement and luxury, while a vintage rhinestone button adds a touch
of sparkle.
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Sandy found inspiration in the poem
“Silver” by Walter de la Mare. She starts
with the silvery Moon – a dashing cocktail
hat – above the midnight sky, and a glittering coat of gleaming moonbeams. The
beads and sequins took seven weeks – and
seven reels of Nymo beading thread!
Inside, we see lovers perpetually dancing beneath a full moon sparkling with
Swarovski crystals. The coat’s removal reveals lovers elegantly dressed
for a quiet rendezvous. On one side – the gentleman in dapper evening
dress. Beside him – the lady in swirling full circle skirt, with a rufﬂe of
black silk organza and shot blue taffeta, plus matching boa. To create
the bodice and hat, fabric layers were fused using a Sandra Middleton
technique, then zapped with a heat gun and embellished with yet more
beads! Perhaps this ensemble would inspire de la Mare to add yet one
more scene to his silvery landscape!
And, lo, beneath Moon’s silvery light, Hidden almost out of sight,
Lovers lost in their delight, Whirl and dance throughout the night.
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Midnight Dance
by Moonlight

Drum Roll, Please!
PRISCILLA STULTZ

Searching for a design for this year’s
garment was on Priscilla’s mind while she
helped a friend clean out a laundry room
full of discarded garments. An old tuxedo
coat with tails provided inspiration; a
perfect canvas for abstract appliqués she
had found several weeks before. One might
say that a wonderful rendezvous of idea and
design occurred while doing the laundry! It
took three months of continuous work to add the appliqués and beads
to the garments. The jacket back even went with Priscilla on a ten day
trip to Italy! “Drum Roll, Please” is a perky ensemble of midnight blue
corduroy and scraps of Ultrasuede in the striking colors of sky blue,
evergreen, ﬂamingo pink, autumn gold, and royal blue. Sparkling beads
and crystals highlight and embellish the garment and its 82 appliqués.
This garment is perfect for a night on the town or a romantic late dinner;
the waist purse leaves the hands and mind free to dance away the night.
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Magical Galaxy - Where the Silvery
Moon Meets the Sky of Blue
BY SUSAN VAN SWEARINGEN

Magical Galaxy – where the Silvery Moon
meets the Sky of Blue, where the sparkle of
rain meets the shadows of gray, where the
light of day meets the dark of night. The inspiration to create an edgy convergence of
styles with soft silk satin and silver metals
started with the glimpse of a collar treatment found at Walt Disney World’s China
Pavilion and a Sewing Workshop pattern
element combined with patterns from Bernina’s My Label software. This
meeting of styles prompted the use of beautiful white silk satin with a
variety of different appliquéd fabrics in gray and silver hues, and contrasting Azure Blue Camisole and jacket lining. The luxurious silk fabric
was manipulated with pin-tucking, application of silver metal leaf, and
digitized appliqué using luscious silk threads from YLI. The surprise elements of zipper coils used as piping accents and fun buttonholes, plus
clear silver-lined and gray-hued beads, completes the look. The journey
of discovery – from the beginning inspiration to a ﬁnal gathering of
ideas – this is the Magic of the Galaxy.

Old and New, California
Gold – Priceless
BY SANDRA WAGNER

Living in the California Gold Rush area and
not far off the 49’er Highway, Sandra used
the area as her inspiration. Hence the gold
beading for gold nuggets, which are still
found in the area. “Old” – the Gold Rush
era – meets the “New” – modern things
that impact our lives – which is “Priceless”
(like in the Master Card ads). The Tibetan
Vest is constructed in panels using Indian
Dupioni by Thai Silks. The silk was hand-dyed by spraying Mango Lemonade then Strawberry Daiquiri dyes on the fabric. To provide lighter
areas on the fabric, tape was used as a resist. After pleating, tucking,
and beading, the gold fabric panels were joined to the black silk panels,
which feature free-motion appliquéd black oak leaves. The batting is
green-friendly by Fairﬁeld – Nature Eco Bamboo. The vest is lined in
hand-dyed Fuchsia Red Indian silk. Randomly applied Black Diamond
heat-set crystals and clear sew-on crystals add sparkle. The sleeves of
the blouse were twin and single needle stitched to provide a grid – clear
crystals were then sewn into the gridwork.
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Choosing a name is often the most difﬁcult
part of Maggie’s designing process. Not
so with “Siren’s Song”. Right away she
knew the name of the garment she wanted
to create since she has been interested in
mermaids for the last couple years. She
challenged herself to use more “everyday
fabrics,” such as the lovely shimmering
ocean fabric for the skirt that she found
at a local chain store. She also challenged herself to use sequins. She
learned sequins melt if you accidentally iron them or get them too close
to heat! Her mermaid lives in her colorful underwater home of azure
blue and sea green polyester satin, taffetas and organdy. The polyester
lining has its own frolicking underwater sea creatures of colorful turtles,
ﬁsh and seahorses. The wide embellished belt continues the underwater
theme of swimming ﬁsh and colorful coral. Maggie thinks her mermaid
is from the Texas Gulf Coast because she is larger than life, sassy, has
great big Texas hair, and she is not afraid to glitter and sparkle.
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Siren’s Song

Memories of a Tryst in
Strawberry Time
BY PATRICIA HABLE ZASTROW

Looking forward to early summer when
her poppies bloom next to the ripening
strawberries gave Patricia inspiration as she
stitched away during the harshest winter on
record. She made the poppies ﬁrst, using
two colors for each petal – lilacs, tangerine,
ﬂamingo, deep reds. The time involved
made her give up more elaborate plans.
Then she dyed yards of fabric strawberry,
working for an uneven coloration. Sol-u-web held the layer of chiffon
over the charmeuse so that she could do rows of decorative stitching
with variegated Coats & Clark thread over the entire surface ¼” apart.
Washing gave the surface a slight crinkle. She used the same dark
purple from the poppy centers for the lining. Red bugle beads widely
spaced on the bodice and six inches from the lower edge give a subtle
glitter while heavier beading with a mixture of red and purple beads at
the hem make the garment hang nicely as well as emphasize the uneven
line. A strawberry drawstring handbag carries out the theme.
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Professional Touch®
Decorative Touch™
Hot Fixer®
Crystal Crafter®

Swarovski® Crystals
Preciosa® Crystals
Crystalina® Crystals
Brass It Up™
Pearl Treasures™
Cystal Style™ HotFix Stencils
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Tassels, Texture,
DQG

BY NINA MCVEIGH

Tucks

This beautiful mini-quilt, adorned with pastel embroidery,
double needle pintucks, and free-motion stitching
features designs from the Studio BERNINA Tassels
to Textures Design Collection by Louisa Meyer.

Supplies
2½ yards ivory cotton sateen
1 yard cotton for backing
1 yard batting (or 30” X 30” square)
OESD PolyMesh Cut Away Stabilizer
Studio BERNINA Tassels to Textures Design
Collection by Louisa Meyer
Isacord Thread Colors 0352, 0520, 3650,
3820, 3951
Open Embroidery Foot #20
5-Groove Pintuck Foot #31
Patchwork Foot with Guide #57
Quilting/Seam Guide
Bernina Stitch Regulator #42 or other
free-motion foot
#3.0/80 Double needle
#80 Organ Embroidery needle
#70 Jeans needle for piecing
#75 Quilting needle
#60 Universal needle for beading
Ivory cotton thread for piecing
Ivory silk thread for quilting
Monofilament thread for beading
Spring Hoop for beading
Ivory bobbin weight thread for embroidery,
pintucks and beading
BERNINA Embroidery Software V5*
*While this project can be created without software, it
is much easier to prepare the designs using BERNINA
Embroidery software.
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Cutting Instructions
Cut from cotton sateen:
Four 10” x 22” rectangles
One 10” strip the width of the fabric (approximately 44”)
One 13” x 13” square
Two 10” x 10” squares
2¼” bias strips – enough to make 124” bias for binding

Design Preparation
Center Design
Open the Set 6 Overlay designs from the design CD. From these
designs open the Linking Flower. Select the design and rotate to
the left 45°. Enlarge the design 110%.
Using MirrorMerge Horizontal
& Vertical place
design images
with the flowers
in the center. The
design should
measure 7.25” x
7.25” or 182mm x
182mm.
Select the entire design and then the Sequence By Color icon to
minimize color changes.
If you are embroidering the design on the BERNINA 830, save the
entire design. For any other BERNINA embroidery machine, delete
two of the motifs on one side of the design and save.
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FINISHED SIZE: 26” X26”

Setting Triangles
Attach Pintuck Foot #31 to the sewing
machine. Insert the Double needle
and thread with two sources of
Isacord # 3650. Thread the bobbin
with the bobbin weight thread.
Attach the Quilting/Seam Guide to
the back of the foot and set at 1¼”.
Stitching on the shiny side of the fabric, sew
rows of pintucks in both directions starting 1¼” in from the edge
and continuing to space them 1¼” apart.
Press squares and trim to 8 ½” with the pintucks approximately 1”
in from each side. Cut each square in half diagonally. You now have
4 triangle pieces.

Quilt Assembly
Border Design
Open the Set 6
Overlay designs from
the design CD. From
these designs open the
Large Scallops. Resize to
97%. Save. It is not necessary
to resize the design if you are
embroidering with the Bernina
830 and the Jumbo Hoop.
Corner Square Design
Open the Set 6 Overlay designs from
the design CD. From these designs
open the Linking Flower. Rotate the
design 45°. Enlarge 130%. Save.

Attach Patchwork
Foot with Guide
#57 to the sewing
machine. Insert a #70
Jeans needle and
thread machine with
cotton thread. Seam
the pintucked triangles
to each side of the
center square. Square
should measure 16”.
Trim if necessary.
Attach two border
strips on opposite
sides of the center square. Seam the corner squares to the ends of
the remaining border strips. Attach to the opposite two sides. You
now have a pieced square approximately 26½” X 26½”.

Flower Embroidery
Transfer designs to the sewing machine either by direct connect or
the Bernina USB Memory Stick. Insert the #80 Organ needle into
the machine. Thread bobbin for embroidery.
With dull side of the fabric facing up, embroider the Center Design
on the 13” square. Centering the design, trim to 11½” x 11½”.
With dull side of the fabric facing up, embroider the Border Design
on the 10” X 22” pieces of sateen. Trim to 5¾” X 16”, making sure
the design is centered lengthwise and fringe is ¾” from long edge.
Embroider the Corner Square
Design on the shiny side of the
10” strip four times, leaving
enough room between designs
so that they may be cut into
four 5¾” x 5¾” squares. When
cutting the design, position the
ruler so the flower portion of the
design is 1” from each edge of
the ruler.

To create the tassels and fringe, turn
the fabric over to the wrong side and
cut the needle thread along the edge
of the design.
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Place a bead near the needle. Using the handwheel, lower the tip
of the needle into the bead. Move the bead to the desired position.
Step down on the “heel” of the foot control to lower the needle
into the fabric. Using the “heel” of the foot control again, raise the
needle. Move to the side of the bead. Power the machine and
stitch to the next spot to be beaded. Continue until the beading

Turn right side up and pull the
tassel threads to the right side.
Directions for this are found in
the Tassels To Textures booklet
that accompanies the Design
Collection.

Quilt Stitching

Layer the embroidered square
with the batting and backing.
Baste together.
Insert the #75 quilting
needle into the machine
and thread with silk
thread. You may use
lightweight cotton or
silk on the bobbin.
Attach the Bernina
Stitch Regulator and
free-motion stipple the
center square and the
borders.
Attach Open Embroidery Foot #20 to the sewing machine and
select a decorative stitch. The sample shows stitch #1120 from
the new Tassels menu on the new BERNINA 830. A comparable
stitch may be found
on most BERNINA
machines.
Sew the decorative
stitch in the center
of each open square
formed by the
pintucks

Bead Embellishment
Thread the machine with monofilament thread. Reduce the upper
tension slightly below normal. Thread bobbin with lightweight
bobbin thread. Insert the #60 Universal needle. You may machine
bead without a foot or you may want to attach the Bernina Stitch
Regulator without a sole. This will help regulate your stitches
between the beads.
The center square of the sample has been beaded in the loop
portion of the design. Hoop the area you are beading in the spring
hoop. If you are using the Bernina Stitch Regulator you will want
to be in Mode 1 and use the Foot Control to power
the machine. Lower the needle into the fabric
and pull up the bobbin thread. Take several
small stitches to anchor the threads. Cut
the thread tails.
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is complete.
When using the
BSR for beading
you will need to
move from front
to back as there
is not room under
it for the beads.

Quilt Finishing
Press bias in half lengthwise. Stitch to the front of the quilted
square, mitering corners. Fold to back and stitch in place.

From Tassels to Textures
by Louisa Meyer

Louisa Meyer’s
first embroidery
collection for
BERNINA,
Tassels & Trims,
introduced
her unique
technique for
creating tassels
from sewing
machine
stitches.
She has now
expanded her reportoire by incorporating
textures, cording, layered applique, couched
trims, and free-motion lace-making in her
designs. Included in the collection is a booklet
with patterns for a variety of projects.
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Silken swirls of serger
chainstitching adorn elegant silk
organza fashioned into a beautiful
blouse using a modiﬁcation of the
Tailored Shirt pattern from the
My Label software program

Silken Chains

Sheer Blouse
BY NANCY BEDNAR

BERNINA sergers make the
embellishment easy, and the
impeccable tension of BERNINA
sewing machines and helpful
accessory feet make working
with the sheer fabric both
pleasurable and exciting.
Tempted? Let’s get started….

SUPPLIES
Notions & Threads
(SSW\YWVZLZLYNLY[OYLHK
Decorative threads for chainstitch accents
such as Pearl Crown Rayon, Designer
6, Yenmet Iridiscent embroidery thread,
assorted rayon embroidery threads
)LHK:V\WVY)LHK.YH]`
.SHZZI\[[VUZ!UPUL[V[HS5/8” to ¾” size
-YH`:[VWWHZLHTZLHSHU[
)\[[VUOVSLISVJR J\[[LYZL[
>H[LYZVS\ISLZ[HIPSPaLY
9V[HY`J\[[LYIVHYKHUKTH[

Blouse Pattern
;HPSVYLK:OPY[MYVT4`3HILS+-HZOPVU
Pattern Software. Simulate the shirt on
`V\YWLYZVUHSPaLKTHUULX\PU5V[L!
For the looser, over blouse styling used
in the model garment, no adjustments
have been made to the Style Properties.
The horizontal shaping bustline darts
were stitched but the long vertical front
and back darts were not.

BERNINA Machines
),9505(ZL^PUNTHJOPUL
),9505(ZLYNLY^P[OJOHPUZ[P[JO
JHWHIPSP[PLZ!4+*VY +**

Fashion Fabric
:PSRVYNHUaH¶`HYKHNLHZPUKPJH[LKPU
My Label plus ½ yard to allow for serger
design work on the collar and cuffs.
5V[L!5VPU[LYMHJPUNPZYLX\PYLK(ZPUNSL
layer of silk organza works beautifully as
self fabric interfacing – always the right
color and hand!

Helpful Publications
Feet-ures Volume 2 (BERNINA)
Serger Technique Reference Book
(BERNINA)
Creative Serging by Nancy Bednar and
Anne van der Kley (Sterling)

Accessory Feet
*SLHY-VV[ *
7H[JO^VYR-VV[ 
)PHZ)PUKLY([[HJOTLU[ HUK
Foot #94
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Cutting
Using the pattern pieces generated from the My Label software, cut
V\[[OLISV\ZLWPLJLZ^P[O[OLMVSSV^PUNZPTWSLHKHW[H[PVUZ!
:X\HYLVMM[OLISV\ZLMYVU[HUKIHJRSV^LYLKNLZ[VNP]LHKYLZZier look to the finished garment.
*\[[OLYPNO[ZPKLISV\ZLMYVU[¹SHYNLYVUHSSLKNLZ[VHJJVTTVdate chainstitch shrinkage.
*\[[OL\WWLYJVSSHY¹SHYNLYVUHSSV\[LYLKNLZ[VHSSV^MVY
chainstitch shrinkage.
(KHW[[OLZPUNSLSH`LYJ\MM[VH-YLUJOJ\MMZ[`SPUNHZKLZJYPILKPU
the sidebar.

Drafting a French Cuff from a My Label Basic Tailored
Shirt Cuff
-VSK[OL43J\MMPUOHSMHSVUN[OLJLU[LYMVSKSPUL
;YHJL[OLL_PZ[PUNOHSMJ\MMWH[[LYU(KKñ¹[V
increase the cuff depth total width to 3”. (The left to
right width measurements remain the same.)
+\WSPJH[LHZHTLZPaLKYLJ[HUNSLMVY[OLJ\MML_[LUsion, doubling the new, taller cuff size.
-VSK[OLYLZ[`SLKJ\MMPUOHSMTHYRPUN[OLUL^JLU[LY
foldline. Draw the 5/8” seam allowances.
*\[V\[MV\YJ\MMWPLJLZ\ZPUN[OLUL^SHYNLYJ\MM
pattern piece, adding 1” around all outer edges of
two of the pieces. These slightly larger pieces will be
used for decorative chainstitch accents and trimmed
to size.

5V[L!;OLYL
is no need to
add additional
width to the
cuff to allow
for a French
cuff closure.
The underlap/
overlap allowance that is
already built
into the pattern piece
will allow for
an adequate
French cuff closure at the side edges.
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Darts
Only the side front, bust-shaping darts will be used in this garment
to allow for a looser fit and not distract visually from the decorative
work on the sheer organza. Because the fashion fabric is so transparent, stitch very narrow darts using the method below.
“Darts on a Diet”
Step 1 – Sew in a traditional dart; press dart down towards the
bottom of the shirt.
Step 2 – Trim the dart to ¼”.
Step 3 – Double fold the
trimmed dart underneath
itself, tapering to the finest
fold at the point. Press well.
Topstitch the dart from the
right side to hold it in place.
Embellishment
Often used for temporary
basting of garments and home
dec items, the utilitarian chainstitch
is taken to elegant heights when
paired with heavy, satin finish
decorative threads. The beautifully
balanced stitch tensions of the
BERNINA 1300MDC serger allow
for the decorative work to be sewn
directly onto the silk organza without using stabilizer. Wonderfully
pucker-free and visually intriguing stitches quietly enhance the
blouse, lending a serge-unique
embellishment to your garment.
Chainstitch Settings
Follow the exact serger threading/
tension suggestions found in the
manual and/or on-screen help for your
BERNINA 1300MDC or 009DCC serger. All-purpose serger thread is used
in the needle for all decorative looper
applications. Remember that the
decorative part of the stitch forms on
the underside of the fabric, so double
check that the wrong side of the fabric
is face up when serging.
;OYLHKZ\ZLKPU[OLJOHPUZ[P[JOSVVWLY!
7LHYS*YV^U9H`VU
+LZPNULY
2 strands of rayon embroidery thread, combined together in the looper
All stitch lengths are 3-4mm, with needle tensions set between
2.75 and 3.0.
Tip: Hold the silk organza slightly taut while serging in the decorative chains to avoid puckering. The precise balance of BERNINA
sergers makes the use of stabilizers unnecessary for a smooth,
professional effect.
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Decoratively serge
bands of chainstitching on the upper
collar, two cuffs and
one side of the blouse
front. When embellishment is complete,
press and trim serged
units using the appropriate pattern pieces.
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Final Touches
Using a hand-sewing needle, delicately bead the chainstitch
accents on the upper collar and blouse front with Bead Soup

Final Assembly
Assemble the sheer overblouse following the pattern directions.
5V[L!*VUZ[Y\J[[OL-YLUJOJ\MMZ^P[O[OLKLJVYH[P]L\UP[VU[OL
inside of the cuff, as it will flip to the right side and be secured with
buttons when worn.
4HRLHZZLTIS`LHZ`[OL),9505(>H`!
-YLUJOZLHTZHYL[OLZLHTVMJOVPJL^OLUZL^PUNZLL[OYV\NO
fabrics. Use Patchwork Foot #37 to eliminate the need to measure seam allowances by using the outer edge of the foot as a
guide. Refer to Feet-ures for step-by-step directions.
*VUZPKLY\ZPUN*SLHY-VV[ *^OLUZ[P[JOPUNVUZOLLYZ;OL
100% transparent sole makes exact stitch placement extremely
easy. Plus, the solid sole construction holds the lightweight fabric
down onto the feed dog, eliminating the possibility for flagging or
skipped stitches.
:\IZ[P[\[L)PHZ)PUKLY
and Foot #84/94
(26-30mm) and bind
the sleeve slit placket
instead of using
the placket pattern
piece. Discreet and
one-step application
of a narrow organza
Z[YPWPZZPTWSL5V[L!
Cut your binding
strips 1¼” wide to
allow for the softness
of the fabric and adequate turning down the folded edges.

Button Cufflinks
French cuffs require two buttonholes
on the front of the cuff, two on the
back. Fold your cuff to the desired
depth, center, mark and stitch the
buttonholes. Trim after seam sealant
is dry.

Tips for Sewing with Sheers
*VUZPKLY\ZPUNHYV[HY`J\[[LYHUKTH[[VJ\[ZOLLY
fabric. Since the seams and cut edges are very visible,
a clean continuous cut is much easier with a rolling
blade rather than the open and shut action of scissors.
)\[[VUOVSLZ¶LHZ`KVLZP[<ZLI\[[VUOVSL 
the narrow buttonhole, for discreet, delicate beads.
Balance stitch tension by placing a small square of
water-soluble stabilizer behind the buttonhole before
sewing. Stitch the buttonhole through both layers, then
remove the stabilizer. Coat buttonholes sparingly with
seam sealant, then cut open using a buttonhole cutter
& block set.
7YLZZPUN¶Z[VW[OLZ[LHT:PSRVYNHUaH^PSSJYPURSL
when introduced to steam pressing. Keep the heat up,
but a dry iron will be most effective when working with
this fiber for the crispest, cleanest seam finishing.

<UPX\L-YLUJO¸J\MMSPURZ¹JHUILMHZOPVULKMYVTWHPYZVMI\[[VUZ!
*OHPUVMMYVSSLKOLT`HYKHNL\ZPUNVULVM[OLKLJVYH[P]L[OYLHKZ
used in the chainstitching.
;OYLHKZLYNLYJOHPUPU[VLHJOVM[OLI\[[VUZZV[OH[[OL`HYL
linked with double serger chains.
2UV[[OLJOHPUZH[[OL[VWVM[OLI\[[VU[VYL[HPU[OLKPZ[HUJL
between the buttons.
;PLHKLJVYH[P]LILHKMYVT)LHK:V\WVU[VWVM[OLZLYNLYRUV[
on the top of the button.
+V[[OLRUV[^P[OZLHT
sealant, clip when dry.
Insert the button cufflinks
into the cuffs from the
inside out.
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Backgammon Board Instructions

Assembly Directions

Size: 45cm x 37cm (17¾” x 14¾”) to use with purchased tokens
2.4cm (1”) in diameter.

+YH^[^VWSH`PUNMPLSKZVU[OLIHZL
HYLHLHJOJT_JTê¹_
1258¹"[OLKPZ[HUJLIL[^LLU[OL
MPLSKZH[[OLJLU[LYVM[OLIHZLHYLH
PZHWWYV_PTH[LS`JT18”).

Materials








,_[YH[OPJRMLS[PUNYH`YLTUHU[PUYLK
9LN\SHYMLS[PUNYLLU
T¹OVVRHUKSVVW[HWL
>VUKLY;HWL^H[LYZVS\ISLHKOLZP]L[HWL
4L[[SLY*VYKVUUL[[VWZ[P[JOPUN[OYLHKPUNYH`
 ;VWZ[P[JOPUNULLKSL
>HSRPUN-VV[ 
,KNLZ[P[JO-VV[ *VY*SLHY-VV[ 

Cutting Instructions
Green
7VPU[Z!*\[[^LS]LPZVZJLSLZ[YPHUNSLZ\ZPUN[OLWH[[LYU
WYV]PKLKWH[[LYUQWN
 )HJR!1\Z[\UKLYJT_JT38” x 1458”)
YLJ[HUNSL
 ;VRLU/VSKLY!*\[VULJT_JT
ë¹_¹YLJ[HUNSL
Gray
 )HZLHYLHJT_JT78” x 1458¹YLJ[HUNSL
 ;VRLU/VSKLY!*\[YLJ[HUNSLJT_JT
ë¹_¹
Red
 *SVZ\YL:[YPWZ!*\[[^VJT_JTê¹_ê¹
YLJ[HUNSLZ
 *YVZZIHYZ!*\[[^VJT_JTê¹_ê¹
YLJ[HUNSLZ
 ,UKZ!*\[[^VJT38¹KPHTL[LYJPYJSLZ\ZPUN[OL
WH[[LYUWYV]PKLKWH[[LYUQWN
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Game board and token holder - after the game, the tokens
disappear into their holder and the board is simply rolled up.
Match the colors of the game to your home furnishings, or
stick to the classic colors.

7SHJL[YPHUNSLZHJJVYKPUN[VKYH^PUNHS[LYUH[PUNNYLLU
HUKV\[SPULKWVPU[Z;OYLHKTHJOPUL^P[O*VYKVUUL[
ZLSLJ[HZ[YHPNO[Z[P[JOHUKZ[P[JOHYV\UKHSS[YPHUNSL
LKNLZ[VZLJ\YL:[P[JO[OLV\[SPUL[YPHUNSLZ^P[O[OL
*VYKVUUL[[OYLHK;VWZ[P[JOHYV\UKIV[OWSH`PUNMPLSKZ
<ZL>VUKLY;HWL[VH[[HJOSVVZLS`YVSSLK\WIHJR
ZLJ[PVUILNPUUPUN^P[OVULUHYYV^ZPKLLKNLZMS\ZO
<UYVSS"Z[P[JOHSSHYV\UK
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:[P[JO[^VTPYYVYPTHNLYV^ZVMH
KLJVYH[P]LZ[P[JOHSVUN[OLJLU[LY
VM[OL[VRLUOVSKLY:L^HZ[YPW
VMOVVR[HWL[V[OLIVHYK:L^
HJVYYLZWVUKPUNZ[YPWVMSVVW
[HWLILSV^[OLV]LYSH`VMNYLLU
MLS[:SPKL[OLYV\UKMLS[WPLJLZ
PU[V[OLLUKZVM[OL[\IL"Z[P[JO
[VNL[OLYMYVT[OLYPNO[ZPKL;V
Z[VYL!0UZLY[[VRLUZPU[VOVSKLY
H[[HJOOVSKLY[VIVHYKYVSSIVHYKHYV\UKOVSKLYHUKMHZ[LU[PLZ

Chess Board Instructions
:PaL$_JTê¹_ê¹

Materials



A last minute gift idea! The wide decorative stitches in Cordonnet
(topstitching thread) hold everything together. Chess pieces and tokens
may be bought in toyshops, or recycle some from an old chess set.

:L^JYVZZIHYZMVY[OL[PLZ
IL[^LLU[OLWSH`PUNMPLSKZVU[OL
IHJR:L^JSVZ\YLZ[YPWZVU[V
IHJRSLM[OHUKZPKL-VSK\UKLY
YLTHPUPUNLUKZHUK[VWZ[P[JOHZ
Z[VWZ5V[L!;VJSVZLPUZLY[Z[VWZ
\UKLYJYVZZIHYZ
:[P[JO[VNL[OLYNYLLUHUKNYH`MLS[MVY[OL[VRLUOVSKLYHSVUN
YLTHPUPUNJT¹LKNL;YPTJVYULYZVMNYLLUMLS[HZZOV^U
PU[OLKYH^PUN:L^OVVR[HWLULHY[OLZL^ULUK9VSS\WIV[O
SH`LYZVMMLS[Z[HY[PUNH[[OLZL^ULUK;OLYVSSKPHTL[LYZOV\SKIL
HIV\[TTë¹SLZZ[OHU[OLKPHTL[LYVM[OLYV\UKLUKWPLJLZ
^P[O[OLLKNLZVM[OLNYH`MLS[S`PUNLKNL[VLKNLHUK[OLNYLLUMLS[
V]LYSHWWPUN/VSKSVUNNYH`LKNLPUWSHJL^P[O>VUKLY;HWL:[P[JO
HJVYYLZWVUKPUNSLUN[OVMSVVW[HWL[V[OLYPNO[ZPKLVM[OL[\IL
ULHY[OLZ[P[JOLKLUK[VJVTWSL[L[OLJSVZ\YL
:[P[JO[^VTPYYVYPTHNLYV^ZVMHKLJVYH[P]LZ[P[JOHSVUN[OLJLU[LY
VM[OL[VRLUOVSKLY:L^HZ[YPWVMOVVR[HWL[V[OLIVHYK:L^
HJVYYLZWVUKPUNZ[YPWVMSVVW[HWLILSV^[OLV]LYSH`VMNYLLUMLS[
:SPKL[OLYV\UKMLS[WPLJLZPU[V[OLLUKZVM[OL[\IL"Z[P[JO[VNL[OLY
MYVT[OLYPNO[ZPKL;VZ[VYL!0UZLY[[VRLUZPU[VOVSKLYH[[HJOOVSKLY
[VIVHYKYVSSIVHYKHYV\UKOVSKLYHUKMHZ[LU[PLZ
:[P[JO[VNL[OLYNYLLUHUKNYH`MLS[MVY[OL[VRLUOVSKLYHSVUN
YLTHPUPUNJT¹LKNL;YPTJVYULYZVMNYLLUMLS[HZZOV^U
PU[OLKYH^PUN:L^OVVR[HWLULHY[OLZL^ULUK9VSS\WIV[O
SH`LYZVMMLS[Z[HY[PUNH[[OLZL^ULUK;OLYVSSKPHTL[LYZOV\SKIL
HIV\[TTë¹SLZZ[OHU[OLKPHTL[LYVM[OLYV\UKLUKWPLJLZ
^P[O[OLLKNLZVM[OLNYH`MLS[S`PUNLKNL[VLKNLHUK[OLNYLLUMLS[
V]LYSHWWPUN/VSKSVUNNYH`LKNLPUWSHJL^P[O>VUKLY;HWL:[P[JO
HJVYYLZWVUKPUNSLUN[OVMSVVW[HWL[V[OLYPNO[ZPKLVM[OL[\IL
ULHY[OLZ[P[JOLKLUK[VJVTWSL[L[OLJSVZ\YL







;OPJRMLS[PUNYH`ISHJRHUK^OP[L
4L[[SLY*VYKVUUL[[VWZ[P[JOPUN[OYLHK
in white
 ;VWZ[P[JOPUNULLKSL
/LH]`^LPNO[Z[HIPSPaLYJ\[H^H`VY[LHYH^H`
8\PS[)HZ[PUN:WYH`
>VUKLY;HWL^H[LYZVS\ISLHKOLZP]L[HWL
*SLHY,TIYVPKLY`-VV[   *VY,KNLZ[P[JO-VV[ *

Cutting Instructions
Black and White
 *\[JT58”) wide strips
 *\[[OLZ[YPWZPU[V[OPY[`[^VJT58¹ZX\HYLZVMLHJOJVSVY
MVYH[V[HSVMZP_[`MV\Y
Gray
 *\[VULJT_JTê¹_ê¹ZX\HYL"J\[HJT_
32cm (1258” x 1258¹ZX\HYLMYVT[OLJLU[LYVM[OPZNYH`ZX\HYL

Assembly Directions
Draw a 32cm x 32cm
(1258” x 1258”) on the
Z[HIPSPaLYHUKH[[HJO
the squares with
>VUKLY;HWL:LSLJ[
HMLH[OLYZ[P[JOHUK
Z[P[JOPU[OLKP[JO[V
secure the squares to
[OLZ[HIPSPaLYYV^I`
YV^\ZPUN*VYKVUUL[
[VWZ[P[JOPUN[OYLHK
7SHJL[OLYLZ\S[PUNZX\HYLPU[V[OLVWLUPUNVM[OLNYH`ZX\HYL0M
H[OPJRLYIVHYKPZKLZPYLKJ\[HUV[OLY_JTê¹_ê¹
ZX\HYLHUKWSHJLP[\UKLYULH[O:LSLJ[HMLH[OLYZ[P[JOHUKZ[P[JO
PU[OLKP[JO[VZLJ\YL[OLWSH`PUNMPLSKPUZPKL[OLZX\HYL:[P[JO
SH`LYZ[VNL[OLYHSVUN[OLLKNLZ\ZPUNHKLJVYH[P]LVYZ[YHPNO[Z[P[JO
ZHTWSL\ZLZHZ[YL[JOV]LYSVJR

This project was originally published by BERNINA International
in Inspiration magazine, No. 41, Fall 2008
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Appliqué Gallery
Photo 1

Frayed Edge

Appliqué

Photo

2

BY DEBRA RUTLEDGE

I have learned over the years that you never know when inspiration for a
project is going to strike. Working for OESD has afforded me an incredible
opportunity to visit numerous sewing and embroidery shops across the
country. At each store visited, I have walked away with more project ideas
than I can possibly complete in my lifetime.
Photo 3

During a visit to The Quilt Sampler in Springfield, MO, my eyes were drawn
to a simple little embroidered flower that was embellishing a hand towel.
The flower was appliquéd using a scrap piece of fabric that had been
trimmed about 1/8” from the embroidered outline and then laundered,
allowing the fabric to fray. After close examination, I realized that any
embroidery design that had an outline could be used to accomplish this
technique.
I started by perusing the design gallery available on the EmbroideryOnline.
com website to look for designs that could be used with minimal
manipulation to guarantee the completion of this project. Pack #11909,
Flowers 4, was the one I selected to create a vest that has received more
compliments than I could possibly remember. Using this technique, I have
since embellished several ready-to-wear jackets and denim shirts using
additional designs from OESD collections. A new addition to the OESD
Design Gallery, Pack #12205, Flourishing Appliqué, was created specifically
for this technique.
When choosing a design for this technique, it is imperative to be mindful
of the stitch sequence. For example, on several of the designs included
in Pack #11909, Flowers 4, the stem is digitized to stitch last. In a project
using the design as it was originally intended, the sequence would not
matter. However, when using the design for an appliqué project, the stem
would need to stitch before the flower. If the sequence was left as digitized,
it would be difficult to ensure that the appliqué fabric would not get stitched
down when stitching the stem. The stitch sequence can easily be changed
during the stitching process on the embroidery machine or through
embroidery software.
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Again, any design that has an outline can be used for this
technique. The outline can be any type of outline: satin stitch, triple
stitch, decorative stitch, etc. Should a design that has an outline
bordering a fill stitch be selected, simply remove the fill stitch in the
area that will be appliquéd.
The project shown in Photo 4 on the previous page is
an example of a design that was originally digitized with
a fill stitch that was removed. The fabric from a wornout pair of blue jeans was used on a white denim jacket
and OESD Stock Design number FM847, Hibiscus,
available in Pack #11859, Flowers 2, was the design
used for the frayed edge appliqué in this project. Clearly the original
design was not digitized as an appliqué design, but by removing
the fill stitches in the flower the design becomes an appliqué.
An adaptation of design number FM992, Caribe Flower, from
OESD’s design Pack #11909, Flowers 4, illustrates the ease of
changing the stitching sequence of a design in the Explorations
software. When using Explorations software, a name for the project
must first be assigned. This is Explorations safeguard against
accidentally saving changes to the original design.
>P[O[OLKLZPNU
selected and placed in
the workspace, click
the Threads icon to
determine the stitching
sequence of the design.
;OL;OYLHK:LX\LUJL
as shown in the
illustration, is stitching
the flower first and then
the stem. Therefore,
the sequence must be
changed.
;OLMPYZ[Z[LWPUJOHUNPUN
the stitch sequence is to
ungroup the design. With
the design selected, click
on the Group icon and
select Ungroup.
;OLZVM[^HYLUV^
recognizes the design as
several individual objects
instead of one combined
design; therefore, the
next step is to group
each color together. The
most efficient way to
select all of the objects
assigned to a single thread color is to click on the Select box
beside the thread color chip in the Thread Sequence area and
hold down the mouse button. With the mouse button held down,
move the cursor to the workspace and release the mouse. This
will display every object assigned to that particular thread color.

28

It is also the only part of
the design that will appear
in the workspace. All of
the objects appearing in
the workspace have to be
selected to group them
together. Place the cursor
in an open area of the
workspace that is outside
the perimeter of the design.
Hold down the left mouse button and drag the cursor to the
opposite edge of the design to draw a box covering the design.
The entire design must be included within the boundaries of the
box. Release the mouse button. All of the selected pieces of
the design will have a magenta outline. Once all of the design is
selected, click on Group and select Group. Repeat this step for
each color.
6UJLLHJOJVSVYOHZILLU
successfully grouped the
color sequencing can be
changed. Click on the first
color to select that object
and then click on the Cut
icon. Note: This is when
most people panic because
part of the design has
completely been removed.
0TTLKPH[LS`MVSSV^PUN[OPZ
step, click on the Paste
icon located below the Cut
icon and the object that
was removed reappears
as the second color. The
thread sequence has been
completed and the design
is ready to be stitched to
the project.
Note: The process that is used to select individual thread colors of
a design to change the thread sequence in the above example can
also be used for removing the fill stitch. The only difference is that
once the fill stitch area is selected and Cut there will not be a need
to Paste it back into the design.
This is an embroidery
style that can be added
to garments, home
décor pieces, baby
items or any project
for that unique gift we
all strive to create.
And best of all, it can
be completed in a
minimal amount of
time for that last
minute gift.
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BIG
BAG

BY ALLISON & TRACY STILWELL

A fun way to embellish and create,
needle felting is one of many
techniques that can be accomplished by
hand or by machine. This project starts
with a pre-felted ready-made bag that is
perfect for hand felting. The fun face is easy
enough for a beginning felter and simple free-motion
stitching is a great way to add “hair.”

Supplies
Artgirlz Products
UÊÀÌ}ÀâÊiÌi`Ê >}
UÊ7Ê,Û}
UÊ>`ÊiÌ}Ê ii`iÃÊÎn
Other Supplies
UÊÊn»ÊÝÊn»ÊÝÊÓ»Ê*iViÊvÊ1« ÃÌiÀÞÊ>
UÊÊ ,  ÊÃiÜ}Ê>V iÊiµÕ««i`Ê
ÜÌ ÊÌ iÊ ,  Ê-ÌÌV Ê,i}Õ>ÌÀ
UÊÊÃ>VÀ`ÊiLÀ`iÀÞÊÌ Ài>`ÊvÀÊ
vÀiiÌÊÃÌÌV }
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Hand Felting Tips
These tips can be applied to clothing, wool beads, felt cones, flowers, hearts... any felted wool and more!
- The needle is very sharp and fragile compared to a sewing needle.
- To help the fibers hook together, the end of the needle is barbed.
- It will break if you bend it while it is in the felt.
- You can use it as a “tool” much like a sewing needle as long as the roving is still somewhat loose.
- If you are a beginner you may break a needle or two before you get the hang of it!
- You want the needle to go in and out in the same direction...any direction... but the same direction!
- You just need a little piece of roving!
- You can make new color mixes by blending two or more roving colors. Simply gather two or three little puffs together
and pull them apart until mixed to your liking.
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Felt the Face
With chalk or marker, draw face outline and features
on the bag using the photo as a guide.

7.

When the shape is almost finished, use the end of
the needle in a circular motion to gather the fine
wisps of roving together. Work those wispy ends
into the bag.

Place the foam in your bag. You will be working with
the foam right behind your work, moving it as you
progress.

8.

1.

You can easily remove a color by just pulling it out.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Pull off a small piece of roving in the color of your
choice.
Place roving where you want start, and use
the needle to baste the roving into the shape
you want. Move needle in and out in the same
direction.
Continue to work the roving into the bag.
Gently use your needle to clean up the fuzzy
edges. Define the shape by folding flyaway fibers
inside the edge of the shape.
Expand color choice by mixing bits of roving.
Continue working the design by punching the
roving into the felt.

Add to your piece until you have the look you
want.

To further connect and secure the fibers, turn the Big
Bag inside out, insert the foam, and stab the roving
back through the other side.
Turn the Big Bag right side out and repeat.

Add Machine Stitching to Your Big Bag!
Connect your Bernina Stitch Regulator to the
machine.
Slide your bag onto the freearm of the machine and
add a hairdo by adding free-motion stitching.
Mix needle felting with machine, or hand embroidery,
beading, etc. You can also add Artgirlz Wool Felt
Beads and Charms for additional interest!!

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Have Fun, Be Creative,
Follow Your Own Vision!
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NEW FORMAT FOR QUARTERLY
ACCESSORY SOCIETY
7i½ÛiÊÕ«`>Ìi`ÊÌ iÊvÀ>ÌÊvÊÌ iÊ
+-Ê>`Ê«>ÀÌiÀi`ÊÌÊÜÌ Ê/ ÀÕ} Ê
/ iÊ ii`iÊ>}>âi°Ê/ iÊµÕ>ÀÌiÀÞÊ
iÃÃÃÊ>ÀiÊÜÊÊ6" V>ÃÌÊvÀ>ÌÊ
Û`iÊ«`V>ÃÌ®Ê>`ÊV>ÊLiÊ`Ü>`i`ÊvÀÊÛiÜ}ÊÊÞÕÀÊV«ÕÌiÀÊÀÊ*`°Ê
/ iÃiÊvÀ>ÌÛiÊV>ÃÃiÃÊÜÊVÌÕiÊÌÊvVÕÃÊÊ ,  Ê«ÀiÃÃiÀÊviiÌÊ>`Ê
>VViÃÃÀiÃÊ«ÕÃÊÌ iÞÊÜÊÌiÊÌÊ«ÀiVÌÃÊvi>ÌÕÀi`ÊÊi>V ÊµÕ>ÀÌiÀÞÊÃÃÕiÊvÊ
/ ÀÕ} Ê/ iÊ ii`i°Ê}ÊÜÌ ÊÌ iÊ6" V>ÃÌ]ÊÌ iÀiÊÜÊLiÊ`Ü>`>LiÊ«ÀiVÌÊ
«>}iÃ]ÊÀi«ÀÌÃÊvÊÌ iÊvi>ÌÕÀi`Ê// Ê>ÀÌViÃ°Ê}ÊÊÌÊÜÜÜ°LiÀ>ÕÃ>°VÊÌÊ
`Ü>`ÊÞÕÀÊwÀÃÌÊ// Ê6" V>ÃÌ]Ê } } Ì}ÊÃÃÕiÊÓÇ°

Log on and see
what’s new at
www.berninausa.com
www.berninausa.com
www.berninabsr.com
www.berninaUSAblog.com
www.berninaMyLabel.com

SEE IT! / SHARE IT!
ÊÌÊÌ iÊ-iiÊÌtÊÉÊ- >ÀiÊÌtÊÃiVÌÊvÊÌ iÊ ,  Ê
1-ÊÜiLÃÌiÊ>`Êw`ÊÃÌÌV ÊÀiV«iÃ]ÊvÀiiÊ
`Ü>`>LiÊ`iÃ}Ã]ÊÌiV µÕiÊÛ`iÃÊ>`ÊÀitÊ
Ì½ÃÊiÛiÀÊLiiÊÃÊi>ÃÞÊÌÊ}iÌÊÃ«Ài`t

www.bernina8series.com

BERNINA BLOG
>ÀÌÊ>ÛÀi]Ê*ÀiÃ`iÌÊvÊ iÀ>ÊvÊiÀV>]ÊV°]ÊÃÊ>ÊÃÌ>ÀtÊ
"iÊvÊÌ iÊÃÌÊ««Õ>ÀÊ«ÃÌÃÊ>ÌÊÜÜÜ°LiÀ>1-L}°VÊ
ÃÊÌ iÊÛ`iÊvÀÊÌ iÊ ,  Ê1ÛiÀÃÌÞÊ"«i}Ê-iÃÃ]Ê
ÊÜ V Ê>ÀÌÊ«>ÞÃÊÊÌ iÊÀiÃÊÊ>Ê-iÀiÃÊnÊÃ«ÞÊÛiÊ
Ê}iÌÊään\Ê/ iÊ,i`Ê >ÃiÊ >«iÀ°Ê/ÊÛiÜÊÌ iÊÛ`i]Ê}ÊÌÊ
Ì iÊ«ÃÌ}ÊvÀÊÕ}ÕÃÌÊ££Ê>`ÊVVÊÊÌ iÊÛiÊÃVÀiiÊÀÊ
ÊÌ iÊ  Ê , Ê®°Ê

It takes a minute or two to download, but it’s worth the wait.
Get your popcorn ready, sit back, and enjoy the show!

Log on,

,

.

ALEX ANDERSON

<RX·OODOVRÀQGIUHH%(51,1$HGXFDWLRQDOYLGHRVGHWDLOLQJ
WKHXVHRI%(51,1$SUHVVHUIHHWDQGDFFHVVRULHV
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RICKY TIMS
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